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ANTA FE NEW M X CAN
VOL. 40.

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, JANUARY 11, 1904.

NICARAGUAN

THE VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE

RESOLUTION

wssim &w

LETTER

NO. 275
CARRIERS

GEN. REYES

APPOINTED

TAKES LEAVE

COJMETOTIITO

Only Four of the Sixteen Applicants
Passed the Examination, of Whom
Cartwright of the Cartwright
Two Are From Santa Fe.
!t Was Introduced Today by Sen- Davis Company: "I am emphatically
He Is Convinced That Uncle Sam
in favor of the speedy sale of the reser
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter was
ator Morgan and Went Over
vation because new school houses are
Does Not Intend to Retreat
notified today that only four out of J
imperatively necessary and unless the
Under the Rules.
the sixteen applicants for letter carFrom His Position.
reservation is turned into cash I can
rier's positions who took the civil sernot see how the grant to Santa Fe
vice examination in this city Decemwould
the public schools.
Of
PROSECUTION course, help
TRUST
ber 19 last, passed as follows: Roy J. MATTER IS STILL OPEN
I want a Large sized lot reserv
ed to give ample campus for the nub'
Crichton, of Santa Fe, percentage
84:30; Oscar Klein of Albuquerque,
Attorney General Asked For Information uce schools and a site for a library or
83:40; Stuart C. McCrimmon, of Santa Secretary Hay Has Not Reached Any
city hall,
as to Money Expended in EnforcFe, 76.65; Lawrence B. Koblitz of
. A. C. Ireland, the druggist, had not
Conclusion About Sending Corresing The Sherman Law.
Cleveland, Ohio, 70:70. The postmasmatter
much thought, but
given the
on
was
ter
of
to
asked
the
pondence to the Senate.
designate
declared that the reservation should be
four as substitute and the other three,
Inevitable---100,00- 0
sold immediately and the sooner the
House.
if he deemed them satisfactory, as
Jan. 11 General Reyes,
Washington, Jan. 11 In the House better. In his opinion, three months
carriers. He selected Lawrence B. theWashington,
Colombian special minister here,
today, Jenkins, chairman of the judl would be ample time to plat the reser
of
Koblitz
for the position
substitute had an hour's conference with the secclary committee, called up a resolution vation, to advertise it not only in Sanand as he recommended
the other retary of state at the latter's home torequesting the attorney general to fur- ta Fe but elsewhere and to sell it.
three for appointment as carriers, they
A. J. Fischer, of the Fischer Drug
nish Information as to what money
respecting the Panama situation.
will
receive the appointment. If any day
11
A
ron
had been expended under the act pro- Company, member of the city council,
He announced at the conclusion of the
to
Jan.
she specially had the sympathy of
Paris,
special dispatch
of the four named should refuse to Interview
that he will probably leave
viding for the enforcement of the said that when the city council agreed the Patrle from Harbin town on the the United States and Great Britain, is serve,
which is very likely, as Koblitz for New York
to
turn
Manchurian
re
over
the
to
Sherman anti-truremoved
reservation
from
thus
the
described
the
law, favorably
Railroad,
today not expecting to
negotiations.
moved to Albuquerque, anoth- return.
e
ported by the committee but amended board of education for public school Russian war preparations. Russian of- Holds to
Hay has not come
Secretary
Agreement recently
er examination will be called and .he to any conclusion about
so as to make it read "in so far as it purposes, It was with the idea that ficers declare that war is Inevitable
Seoul, Corea, Jan. 11 The Japanese
sending all
at
mail
of
of
Institution
free
delivery
is not Incompatible with the interest the reservation be sold in case the but add that they are ready. Port Ar- minister has made reiterated demands,
to Congress as requestcorrespondence
of the public" and it was adopted with grant was made. At least, I consent thur, It Is further asserted will be oc hitherto" without result, on the Emper Santa Fe must be postponed for sever- ed by Reyes. He endeavored to show
out debate and without division. Res ed to the agreement under that condi- cupied by 100,000 men and in ten days or of Corea, that he recognize the Jap al months more. It is to be regretted Reyes the futility of Colombia's efOf course,
olutions in respect to the memory of tion.
the reservation reinforcements of 100,000 men can anese protectorate over Corea, the that not more of the applicants passed
forts to regain Panama but regards the
Corean government holding itself to the examination or that there were matter as still open to further efforts
the late Congressman Skiles of Ohio, should be sold, after being platted and reach Manchuria.
not more
who were able to toward a
were adopted and as further mark of after the board of education has re Cabinet and Elder Statesmen Meet. the
peaceful settlement.
agreement con- measure applicants
to
the
easy
up
comparatively
a
or
Corea.
to
served
sized
lots
deceased
member
the
lot
for
the
good
cerning
respect
pub
,
11
The
and
eld
Jan.
cabinet
test required by the civil service
A Preliminary Answer.
lic school purposes. Neither the city er Tokio,
House adjourned.
statesmen met for a joint conferPAYNE'S ANNUAL REPORT.
11
note
nor the board of education have the ence at
Jan.
delivered
The
Senate.
Tokio,
the official residence of Pre
res11
SaturKomura
on
on
to
Mor
funds
Senator
the
Washington, Jan.
keep the buildings
mier Katsura this afternoon. The by Foreign Minister
gan today introduced a concurrent res ervation in repair, to make improve- premier, who is ill, was not present. day to Baron de Rosen, the Russian
For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1903,
IROQUOIS SOCIETY.
olution calling upon the President to ments, to lay pavements or to put up
discussed the political and strate- minister, was merely preliminary to
Shows Wonderful Growth of the
They
formal
new
houses to rent as would be done gical situation and will
response which has not
proceed under the terms of the Spoon
to the Japan's
Postoffice Department.
report
'
er act to construct the Isthmian Canal by private owners.
yet been delivered. The questions at Relatives of Victims Determined to
throne tomorrow.
Issue
conwere
discussed
on the Costa Rica and Nicaraguan
at
H. B. Cartwright, the well known
today's
Prosecute Those Responsible for
Washington, Jan. 11 Today was
route. The resolution went over un wholesale merchant, was quite em- Russia Will Respect Other Nations' ference of the cabinet and elder statesGreat
made
Catastrophe.
public the annual report of Post
Rights.
men and a final decision is expected toder the rules.
phatic in declaring that in his opinion
master General H. C. Payne, covering
Berlin, Jan. 11 The Russian govern morrow. When this has been reached
Similar disposition was made of the the reservation should be sold and that
Jan. 11 Unlimited funds to the operations of the postoffice departresolution of Stewart directing the immediately. If it is not sold it will be ment has informed the powers that it a conference will appear before the aidChicago,
in
the
prosecution of persons re- ment for the fiscal year ending June
committee on appropriations to con a constant source of corruption, strife will respect fully the right that any throne and submit the answer agreed
for
the Iroquois fire has been 30, 1903. An Increase in the postal
sponsible
has
in
nation
Manchuria
under
the
been
After
this
has
Into
done
various
an
upon.
the
the
duct
investigation
and expense and its last state will be
to
the
pledged
"Iroquois Memorial So- revenue of $12,000,000 is shown comwith
China.
The declaration final proposals will be handed to Baron
government departments to determine worse than its first. In a few years the treaty
of the relatives of the pared with the preceding year, the
composed
ciety"
how many additional clerks will be re reservation would eat Itself up in re was made without reservation. Russia de Rosen.
victims. The announcement was made total revenue reaching the enormous
to
formal
this
gives
for
policy
expression
Getting Ready
Fight.
quired to avoid the necessity of the de pairs not to speak of possibilities of
at a meeting of the committee on per sum of $134,000,000, the deficit
partments increasing the hours of la political graft. It is much better to now in consequence of the controversy Washington, Jan. 11 The state de- manent organization, that the commit- $4,500,000 against $3,000,000 the being
year
The turn the grant into taxable property with Japan, one whose persistent con- partment has been informed that Ja- tee had decided to recommend that a
bor from 4 p. m. to 4:30 p. m.
The figures in detail give
preceding.
has
been
for
definition
of
tentions
vesthe
30
has
merchant
pan
Senate then went Into executive ses and to let private owners improve it,
requisitioned
to commemorate the names of some Idea of the wonderful growth of
sion for the purpose of considering the for certainly, those that would buy, Russia's policy in Manchuria and the sel for transports. Advices received society
the postal service which reflects accurvictims
of the fire be
the
nomination of W. I. Buchanan to be would buy with the intention of niak acknowledgment of Japanese trade here show that the Russians are in- assistance be rendered to established,
made
those
ately the growth and prosperity of the
One
of
the
privileges.
points upon creasing their guard at Seoul daily destitute
minister to Panamav
Ing such improvements
nation.
loss
of
the
relatives
through
which
has counted for the moral, arid that the French have made arMorgan presented a protest against
The report covers 38 printed pages
In the fire, to devise and carry out
Frank S. Davis, of the Cartwright supportJapan
whefeof
the
other
and
to
a
powers
establish
there.
rangements'
the
confirmation
the
guard
covering
joints Davis Company, is decidedly of the
methods to prevent similar occuren and includes many recommendations
which he has made against the recog
ces in the future and to assist in and for the good of the service. Better
that Santa Fe needs new pub
nition of Panama as a nation. He oc opinion,
lie school buildings and that right
compel the enforcement of existing pay for postoffice clerks is recommendmost
2:25
of the time until
p
cupied
secure
The
to
and future ordinances and statutes ed as well as the payment of a regular
these
away.
way
only
WOOL
GROWERS
POST--TRIAL
OF
m., when Lodge moved to lay on the is to sell
for the purpose of safe guard salary to substitute letter carriers and
use
and
enacted
to
reservation
the
table Morgan's resolution to reconsid the
human
life in public assemblages. clerks. The consolidation of third and
toward the building fund
ing
proceeds
ASSOCIATION
Buchanan.
The From
OFFICE BOODLERS
er the confirmation of
. Wilful Neglect Charged.
fourth class matter into one class is
too
Income
be
would
the
rents,
motion carried by a strict party vote small to be considered in
11
endorsed
and the abolishment of the
invest!
After
the
Jan.
Chicago
any
proposi
This has the effect of confirming the Hon to build school
W, Macixem,
Diller B. Groff gafion of ten days, Attorney Fulker- jjse. of stamps on such matter when
in fact, Senator Warren of
August
houses,
Presided
nomination.
Wyoming,
son of the fire department has practi presented fu quantities, similar to the
and Associates, All Plead Not
would be more than eaten up by neces
Over the Opening Ceremonies of
Favorable Report Authorized.
established all of the points nee nonuse of stamps on second class matcost
of
and
Guilty.
cally
administering
sary
repairs
Convention.
the
11
House
The
Jan.
Washington,
to make his report on the ter mailed by publishers. During the
not
rents
would
the
the
essary
reservation,
committee on judiciary today author- mean as much for the
11 August W. causes of the fire. These he says, year, 2,707 postofflces were established
Jan.
as
the
schools,
Washington,
ized a favorable report on the resolu taxes alone If
Portland, Oregon, Jan. 11 The con Machem, Diller B. Groff, Samuel A, "Tend to show that there was wilful while 4,462 postofflces were disconthe property were in
tion introduced by Stephens of Texas,
of the National Wool Growers Groff, of
ventlon
hands.
Washington, and Dr. and Mrs neglect of the safety of the patrons tinued. Of the offices, 242 are first
Association was called to order here
calling on the attorney general for In private D.
Lorenzo of Toledo, Ohio, In of the house."
E.
class, 1,107 second class, 3,690 third
George
of
the city this morning. The Baker theater Js
Jose
Sena, member
formation as to how the $500,000 ap
class and 69,130 fourth class, the in
dieted in connection with the postof
council:
Fort
the
"In
my
opinion
trust
to
the
filled with sheep men from the west flce
prosecute
propriation,
crease in presidential postofflces since
were
on
trial
placed
investigation
should
be
Reservation
ex
Marcy
surveyed ern states and representatives of al
cases, made last Congress, has been
FUNERAL OF
the last report being 1,277 or 34 per
by the city and two streets should be lied interests from Various parts of the today in the criminal court. They
pended.
cent.
were indicted on the charge of conspir
It. After the survey,
opened
Confirmed.
through
Nominations
Important
country. Among those in attendance acy to defraud the government in con
GENERAL GORDON
Washington, Jan. 11 The Senate to- sites should be selected for a high were two of President Roosevelt's nection with the sale
of letter box
a
school
and
for
hall;
city
confirmed
the
executive
building
session
in
REVOLUTION CONTINUES.
to
commissioners
day
investigate the pub fasteners. After formal demurrers to
following nominations: William H thereafter all property not needed for lic land question which will be one of the indictment were entered and over Special Honors Will Be Paid the
Taft, Ohio, secretary of war; Luke E. public purposes should be sold by auc the important matters presented for ruled,
Southern Hero in the Georgia
they were arraigned and pleaded
The Americans in Santa Domingo Un
Wright. Tennessee, civil governor of tion to the highest bidder at no less consideration by the wool .growers not guilty.
of securing a
The
work
Capital.
mon
and
the
its
value
than
Ver
C.
appraised
Ide,
the Philippines; Henry
molestedLegation Guards
United States Senator Warren of
11
exerFuneral
then began.
Atlanta, Ga., Jan.
Withdrawn.
mont, vice governor of the Philippines. ey used for the construction of high Wyoming, president of the association, jury
was ex cises which will be participated in by
After an hour the
school and ward school buildings need
at the opening session and hausted and the court panel
presided
men
of
will
be
south
the
adjourned until distinguished
ed for the city. I have spoken to sev the business of the convention was in
Washington, Jan. 11 Commander
held over the remains of General B.
COLONEL HERRICK
eral members of the city council and augurated with the reading of his an tomorrow. Eleven jurors have been Gordon
Mertz,
commanding the gunboat New
on next Thursday in the House
they are in favor of this plan. I want nual address. President Warren said selected.
port, cables the navy department from
of
to
which
the
Representatives
body San
INAUGURATED to see the property get into private that there was a prospect of forestry
of yesterday
will be escorted by the state militia. as Domingo under date
follows:
possession as soon as possible that it matters being sonsolraated in the de
COAL STRIKE AVOIDED.
The body will be escorted to the Geor
"The revolution continues. Nothing1
may be made to yield revenue to the
of agriculture and a satisfac
gia state line Tuesday night from is menacing Americans. The legation
The Ceremonies Were Impressive and city, to the county, and Territory and partment
.
of
the
of
many
tory
adjustment
Viewed By an UnusuaHy Large
Utah, and Miami by the Florida militia.
be improved."
was withdrawn today."
troubles which heretofore attended the Miners of Carbon County,
Governor Terrel issued a proclama guard
y
Concourse.
Utah
Fuel
of
the
Managers
of
council:
Leo Hersch, member
be
city
administration
may
forestry
tion
today ordering that the day of the
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 11 The inaug 'There is nothing else to be done ex reached. He
Argue In Regard to Lease.
spoke of the neutrality
11 The possl funeral should be observed throughout MASS CELEBRATED
uration of Colonel Myron T. Herrlck
Salt
Jan.
Utah,
Lake,
of
Fort
the
to
sell
wool
of the interests of the
every portion
grower
cept
Georgia.
today was witnessed by an unusual
Reservation not needed for and the wool manufacturer and said blhty of serious trouble in the future
number of people. Shortly before noon, Marcy
coal
fields
of
Carbon
In,
the
County,
AT PENITENTIARY
school houses and for a city hall. At that there was a reasonable certainty
Governor Nash and a joint legislative least two streets should be cut through of
arising from the eviction of strikers BATTLE IN
tariff
the
present
legisla
protective
frfim their, homes has been avoided by
committee with troop A of Cleveland, the reservation and ample grounds se tion not
being disturbed. . xnererore
of which the new governor was former lected for a high school
By the Right Reverend J. B. Pitaval,
and ward no violent or sudden change in the ari agreement reached in a conference
S0MALILAND
Roman Catholic
of
Bisflop
ly a member, escorted Colonel Herrlck school buildings. The southeast cor Industry was apprehended. He con- between Vice President G. W. Kramer
to the capitol where he took the oath
Santa Fe.
should be cluded by saying that there is a senti of the Utah Fuel Company and Attor
the
postofflce
opposite
ner,
of office. Then he delivered the Inaug
donated to the city or sold for ment to improve and build up and ney S. A. King, representing the The Mad Mullah Suffers Another Se
ural address. Ten thousand men are aeither hall. The moneys
The Right Reverend J. B. Pitaval,
derived from make permanently prosperous the strikers.
city
vere Defeat From the Hands
in line In the Inaugural parade.
The company agrees to lease for a
bishop of the Roman Catholic areh- the sale of lands and buildings should great woolen industry.
of the British.
diocese of Santa Fe, celebrated mass
period of six months all of the 225
be used for the construction of new
in the chapel of the New Mexico peniminers
on
the
erected
the
by
hpuses
school buildlngs.repalr and the putting
SEVEN WEDDINGS
Aden, AraDia, Jan. 11 An engage tentiary yesterday afternoon, and afcompany's property, paying therefor a
MODERN HESSIANS.
In good shape the now existing school
lifmp sum of $75,000. Unless removed ment in Somaliland between the Brit terwards preached a very eloquent serIN flMF I1IY nouses.. Get the property into private
at the end of six months the houses ish force and the forces of the Mad mon to the world's unfortunates.
III UI1L Ufll hands an4 under the taxes, this Is
It was a Roman Catholic celebration
come the property of the company, Mullah, has resulted in a severe de
what I, in company with other citizens The Colorado National Guard Thus
a
of
who
the
latter
not
affect
feat
lost
is
does
the
thousand
of
State
Convention
at
Bishop Pitaval being asthroughout,
agreement
as
Designated
Rio
Arriba
and
see
that
At Parkview,
speedily
County would like to
aims of either side in the way of the men killed. The British suffered a loss sisted by the Guadalupe Church choir,
Federation Of Labor.
as It can be brought about."
Thursday Last An Unprecedented
Mrs. Chapman presiding at the organ,
Marriage Record.
Denver, Jan. 11 Pursuant to a call, djustment of grievances and the fight of two officers killed and eight severely
while Miss Marguerite Geimer was
350 delegates today assembled in spe far the recognition of the union will wounded.
the soloist.
continued Indefinitely.
cial convention of the Colorado State
SATISFACTORY
Special to the New Mexican.
Federation of Labor. President Sulli 19
Parkview, N. M., Jan. 9 Father jbu- RUN DOWN BY TRAIN.
venceau,x reports that the unprecedent
FINANCIAL CONDITION van in an address bitterly criticized
FORTUNE AWAITING
the state administration and referred :HE WORK OF
ed number of weddings in his parish
to the militia as "Modern Hessians."
this year was eclipsed by Thursday's
D. Brooks of Houston, Texas,
CLAIMANT
TRAINWRECKERS George
record, when seven couples were uni Of Rio Arriba County for 1903 $8,- - He said, "The time is coming when
Killed and Wife and Child Horrithe voice of labor now hushed through
ted in matrimony for better or for
500 for Liquor and Gaming
bly Mangled.
worse. Among these was the marriage
political accident will be heard again."
censes During Year.
St. Louis Man Writes for Information
to Derail the Pacific Coast
Scheme
to
Manuel
Gar
After the appointment of committees
of Miss Adelina Gomez,
in Regard to Charles Tilson.
11
Limited
A Rio
of
The
steam
Denver
San
Jan.
the
Francisco,
2 this
cia), prominent young people from
N. M Jan. 9 The the convention adjourned until
er
Ameri
Grande.
from
San
Central
Juan
the
TIerra
Amarrlla,
Lumberton, the former the pretty board of county commissioners was in afternoon.
The probate clerk and
re
Florence, Colo., Jan. 11 A freight can coast brings the news that George
daughter of Manuel y Gomez and a session for three days this week, audTwo Shots Fired at Polly Pry.
& D. Brooks of Houston, Texas, superin- corder of Santa Fe County is in receipt
was
raln
on
Denver
wrecked
the
niece of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Martinez,
Denver, Jan. 11 Governor Peabody lio Grande at Adobe near this city, tendent of the breakwater at Manza- - of the following communication from
iting and allowing, 'also paying the
the latter the son of Ellas Garcia,
the assistance of the militia fourteen cars being derailed. On exam- - nillo, had been killed near there on W. D. Isenberg of St. Louis, Missouri,
quarterly accounts, the treasurer's offered
to December 31 was to guard Polly Pry, at whom an un- Umation it was discovered that the the eve. of his departure for this city which is self explanatory:
report
quarterly
JOHN YOUNG BROWN DEAD.
"Can you give me information of
presented and approved and shows a known man fired two shots at her spikes and fishplates had been re on the San Juan.. Together with his
Henderson. Ky., Jan. 11 Former very healthy and satisfactory condition home without injuring her last night moved from two rails. It is believed wife, son and servant, he was run down Charles Tilson, supposed to be in yonr
Governor John Young Brown died to of financial affairs of the county, the No arrests have yet been made. Polly that train wreckers bad planned to by an engine on his way from Colima section. I have a small fortune for
day. He was prominent as a states- collection of licenses for gaming and Pry thinks the, attack was instigated wreck the Pacific Coast Limited west to Manzanillo.
Brooks and the ser him. Probably your local paped would
man and soldier.
J bound which is due at Adobe at the vant were killed outright. Mrs. Brooks make a note of this inquiry. Thank
liquor selling shows according to Sher- by labor mer,
iff Alexander Read's reports $8,500 coltime of the accident but was behind was mangled beyond recognition and ing you in advance for any assistance,
'
I trust to hear further from you."
time.
her child had both legs cut off.
It will pay you to advertise. Try It lected from that source during 1903.
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
S. G.

AT PORT ARTHUR

Active Preparations Are Being Made
for Wan Which Officials Declare
is
Men
Under Arms in Manchuria.
Russo-Japanes-

Russo-Japanes-
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NEW MEXICO'S GROWTH INDICAT- A MAN CAN'T swim in shaies.
Illrtll
ED BY SCHOOL STATISTICS.
It isn't a question
The school attendance of a common of his winning a race, but a question of
wealth is a fair criterion by which its beingisable only to keep afloat. The man
who suffering from malnutrition is like
IK WW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS population and growth
might be the
fettered swimmer. His stomach and
case in
This
is
the
judged.
certainly
Editor
TAX. FROST
its allied organs of
the census of digestion and
Mexico
New
since
which
nutriPAUL A. P. WALTER
1900 has received and is still receiv
tion are diseased.
Associate Editor.
an influx of population. In It is not a question
CHARLES M. STAUFFER .. Manager ing quite
commenting upon recent statistics in with him of winning
the Denver Republican in the race for busiEntered as Second Class matter at this direction
ness but of simply
says:
tn Santa Fe Postofflce.
up under
"The statistics of the population of keeping
circumstances.
any
school age in New Mexico recently
Whenever disease
Tbe New Mexican Is the oldest news compiled indicate a strong growth in affects the stomach
census of 1900 it is affecting also
naper in New Mexico. It 13 sent to ev the TerritoryInsince the
census New Mexi the blood and the
was
that
taken.
has
in
and
the
Territory,
ry postofflce
health of every ora large and growing circulation among co was credited with 195,000, but the gan of the
a
statistics
school
indicate
today popu For blood is body.
the intelligent and progressive people
only
of about 250,000.
lation
food converted into
of the Southwest
is
of
more
interest
the
"Probably
nutrition and nutrifact that the attendance at the public tion is the life of
schools shows a notable increase com the body and every
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25 pared with last year.
Complaint has organ of it.
bally, oer week, by carrier
Doctor Pierce's
been
made
Mexico on ac
New
00
against
$1
carrier
month,
by
Dally, per
Medical
Golden
of
of
count
its
illiter
percentage
76
large
Dally per month, by mail
Discovery cures diseases of the stomach
as
is
but
that
acy,
4 00
rapidly disappearing
and other organs of digestion and nutriDally, six months, by mail
7 50 a result of the excellent public school
tion. It purifies the blood and enables
Daily, one year, by mail
which has been established. It the perfect nutrition of the body which
2 00 system
mail
three
by
months,
Daily,
a few years since this system means perfect health.
25 is but
Weekly, v per month
was inaugurated, but it has grown
For six long years I suffered with indiges75
and my liver and kidneys, which baffled the
Weekly," per quarter
in favor and increased in effi tion
rapidly
l,
best doctors in our country," writes E. I,.
1 00
Weekly, six months
Esq., of Woolsey, Prince William Co., va.
I suffered with my stomach and back for a long
2 00 ciency.
Weekly, per year
At the present time there is an time, and after taking a '
' of medicine
from three doctors I grew so bad I could hardly
average daily attendance of pupils of do
a day's work. Would have death-lik- e
pains
30,000 out of a total school population in the side, and blind spells. I began taking
of 71,950. While this is small in com Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
'Pleasant Pellets.' Before I had taken half of
parison with some even of the little the second bottle I began to feel relieved. I got
more bottles and used them, and am happy
six
is
the
it
states,
large considering
to say I owe my life to Dr. Pierce."
sparsely settled condition of the coun
Accept no substitute for " Golden Med
SEND HIM BY ALL MEANS.
try. New Mexico has numerous small ical Discovery." There is nothing "just
no
it
has
towns
and
large as gooa" tor diseases ot the stomach,
There is a movement on foot in the
villages, but
Philippine Islands to send Amelio city. It has altogether 783 schools to blood and lungs.
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
Aguinaldo, who by the way since he accommodate the 30,000 pupils in daily
large pages, in paper covers, is sent
has taken the oath of allegiance to the attendance, which is an average of 1008 on
free receipt of 21 one-cestamps to
United States, is behaving himself less than 40 pupils to, each school."
of mailing only. Address
pay
expense
as
to
this country
quite creditably,
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
commissioner in charge of the Philip THE POLITICAL SITUATION PURE
AND SIMPLE.
pine exhibits at the St. Louis World's
At the dinner given last week by sition to this
Fair. This is not at all a bad idea
plan. Hence the city au
quite the reverse; it might if carried Mayor George B. McClellan to the thorities who will have this matter in
out prove of much good. The Chicago many shining lights of the Democracy charge should act promptly. The ques
Inter-Oceain commenting upon the and of Tammany Hall the burden of tion must- - be kept before the people
movement puts the case in proper the song was "We must turn out the until it shall have been disposed of as
shape when it says that a petition is Republicans in order to get the offices the people desire.
before, the Philippine government ask- ourselves." There is the political siting that Aguinaldo be appointed a uation plain and simple. Under Re
The New Mexican trusts that every
member of the commission to repre publican policies and administrations' member of the Republican Territorial
sent the Philippine Islands at the St. the country has grown very prosperous Central Committee will attend the
Those who ask and strong. In every respect are the meeting in this city on the 30th of Jan
Louis Exposition.
Aguinaldo's appointment are not inter- people of this country better off today uary. Matters of importance to the
ested in lionizing the leader of the re- than they were, ten years ago. The party are to be discussed, and the
bellion of 1899 but believe a visit to country retrograded in influence, in larger the attendance, the better for
this country would do him good and prosperity, in power and in well doing the interests of the party.
give an added element of interest to under Cleveland.. This condition of af
fairs changed from the moment of
the Philippine exhibition.
How's This?
election in 1896 and from that
Aguinaldo, since he took the oath of
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
adallegiance to the United States, has time until today the country hasaston- any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
conducted himself with propriety. vanced in every direction at an
Mall s uatan h unre.
J (JH KINKY
CO., Toledo. O.
While many of his subordinate chiefs ishing pace; the treasury being full to We. the J?.undersierned.
have known F. J.
in rebellion have been given respon- overflowing, the national flag being re Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transacsible positions under the civil govern spected in every quarter of the globe, tions
and financially able to carry out any
and
the
office
of
no
ment. Aguinaldo has held
business being very prosperous
firm.
obligations made by this
MARVIN
statesWALSiNG, &1NNAN
any kind. The Filipinos who are urg- people doing well. Democratic
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
for
a
be
will
is
as
commissioner
men
this
Hall's
year
think
good
Cure
taken
Catarrh
his
Internally.
appointment
ing
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
to St. Louis contend that the appoint- them to make a fight and step into surfaces
of the system. Testimonials sent
ment would have little significance in power in order to enjoy the good of free. Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all
the way of fixing Aguinaldo's official these conditions. They think that the Druggists.
laKe Hall a family fins lor constipation.
status, while it would be a mark of the voters of the country are so well satisfied and so well pleased that they
government's confidence in him.
H. N. WILLCOX,,
If Aguinaldo should come to the St. have become lazy and careless in poli
GENERAL
INSURANCE AGENT.
no
attention
will
pay
Louis exposition he would learn that tical affairs and
Catron Block, Phone 7v
some of his friends in this country to campaigning and voting in this presihave not behaved as well as himself. dential year. There may be some- A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
He would learn that a score of men thing in this and hence it should be
Blind, Bleeuing or Protrudamong eighty millions of people arfe impressed upon voters, and especially ingItching,
Piles.
Ypur druggist will refund
states
the
which
he
here
battle
still fighting the
Republicans throughout
if
PAZO
OINTMENT fails to
money
are
the
rule,
lost in the field, and that, while he sur- where honest elections
rendered and swore allegiance to the that it is very necessary that they cure you, in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
United States, his friends here are still should understand this, take part enerLOW RATES TO CALIFORNIA.
making war on the government.
getically in the coming campaign and
Advance Notice.
If Aguinaldo should come to the assert themselves well at the ballot
The
Conference Methodist
.General
done
is
If
this
a
what
November.
next
would
learn
boxes
United States he
will convene at Los
great nation it was that bore patiently there is no question of a great Republi- Episcopal Church,
with his misdoing, and would realize can majority at the coming presiden- Angeles, May 3, 1904.
The National Association of Retail
the futility of the leadership in this tial and state elections.
It is said that Mr. Cleveland has a Grocers of the United States will concountry that encouraged him in resist
ance to the policy that has given his carefully prepared political speech up vene at San Francisco May 3, to 8,
his sleeve, which like the "heathen 1904.
people peace and stable government.
The Triennial Conclave
Knights
If Aguinaldo should come he might Chinee" he wi.i in the near future
wonder at the curiosity of the aver flash upon an unsuspecting public. The Templar will take place at San Francisco September 5 to 9, 1904, and the
age American, but his vanity would not question- is, what is his object?
Sovereign Grand Lodge I. O. O. F. will
be inflated, and he would return to the
hold
their meeting at San Francisco,
is
trust
very
beef
the
that
American
The
Philippines sorry
ialists of the United States were ever friendly to the Czar of Russia. Of September 19 to 25, 1904.
For all of the above meetings the
.! counted his friends.
course, these aristocrats must stand by
Santa Fe will sell tickets to San Franeach other.
cisco and Los Angeles and return at
And now the
Republic of
the exceedingly low rate of $38.45 for
American
squadthe
The.
stronger
on
tap.
Honduras has a revolution
waters the round trip, for particulars call on
and Colombian
Panama
rons
in
Amerin
Central
never
are
v
happy
They
ica unless they are endeavoring to cut the sooner will Colombia announce any agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ,
that she desires peaceful negotiations.
each others throats.
A powerful fleet is always a good guarAgent, Santa Fe, Nj M.
intentions on the othantee of
The more the Iroquois theater hor- er side. peaceful
The book bindery of the New Mexi
ror is being investigated the more
can Printing company has been! so
strongly it appears that absolute, highA Kansas woman says that the wo- much enlarged and improved of ' ;ate
ly criminal and utter carelessness on men of the Sunflower State do not that it is the best south of Pueblo to
the part of the owners and managers care so much for actual voting, but the Mexico line and between
Dallas,
of the building and theater caused the
want the right and privilege to Texas, and Los Angeles, California.
awful deaths of 600 persons who were they
to vote when their husbands
suffocated and trampled to death or decline, to. That is
probably absothem
ask
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
otherwise injured and killed in the
'
correct.
fearful disaster. Hanging is too good lutely
for the men responsible.
While Mr. Bryan was in Europe
the free silver policy slipped a cog
Senators are making in the Republic of Mexico and that
Democratic
trouble for the Panama Canal treaty. country will soon be putting itself
They are now talking against time on upon the gold standard. Even this
the postal frauds investigation made thing of hobnobbing with the crowned
by Mr. Bristow and claiming it was heads of Europe has Its drawbacks.
not thorough enough. Their tactics
will not be approved by the people as
of Corea has a notion
will be conclusively demonstrated next of The Emperor
Uncle Sam should
from
aid
asking
,
November.
his domains be invaded by Russia or
Japan. He had better get this notion
The following may be very good ad- out of his head. Your Uncle must
vertising for the Pullman Palace Car first attend properly to the Panama
Company flut the New Mexican will Canal affair and to Colombia. One
'
give the company the benefit of it free thing at a time.
"Statistics show that
of charge:
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OXFORD CLUB
j j j j

EUGENE A. FISKE,

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

E. Lacome, Proprietor.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-Law-

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

P.O.

Box 3093,

TOOL CO.,

Chlcopee Falls, Mass.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,
Attorney-atLaw-

N. M.

W. J. McPHERSON.
.
Practices

Courts in the Territory.
New Mexico.
WILLIAirf

in all the
Santa Fet '
.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
District
attorney for Dona Ana, Otero,
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
Grant, Luna and , Sierra Counties,

and Other Gems.

Third Judicial District.

RPF.r.TAT.TV

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

To have the best of everything in the line

iB: HAN LEY
W. M. McBRAYER. OLD CROW and
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVER HOLT aad GUCKENHE1MER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.

Francisco

FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND OIN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
QUINNESS'S POSTER AND BASSES'

Street

No. 259 on

(Late Surveyor General!
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Pe, N. M.,
Land and mining business a specialty!

Santa

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
Fe, of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba. Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.

Hew

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

Pellet).
ALE.

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

the North Side of the Street.

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

ff

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, al
so before the United States Supreme

Dealers in All Kinds of Domestic and Imported

Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

Wines. Liquors. Cigars and Tobaccos

A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

w.

California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heubleln & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey.

Practices in the Supreme and Diatrtat
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

Family Trade a Specialty

OSTEOPATHY

No. 210 Don

Gaspar Avenue

-

-

Telephone No

--

P. HOGLE

A.

'

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronio
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m., 6 p. m.

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND' CLUB ROOMS.

9--

DENTISTS

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
OAXJSTBO

DR. C. N. LORD,

Office,

Store.

Ik.

Kahn Block, over Spitz Jewelry
South Side of Plaza.

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.

st&EXT

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

st of Refeence Given as an EMBALMEX. Niskt Call
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

n

Civil Engineers

and Tab'o
Service Unexcelled

Cuisine

and Kanif

Tb roughest.

The Palace Hotel

'

J. STEVENS ASMS

Palace Ave,

WILLIAM McKEAN,

.

The people of this city, desire the
of the Fort Marcy Military
portion
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Reservation not demanded for school
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. buildings sold to the highest bidder
All druggists refund the money If it and the proceeds used for the erection
tells to cure. R. W. Grove's signature of the school buildings necessary here.
to on each box. 25J.
There seems to be scarcely any oppo- -

N. M.

Office Sena Block.

.

Firearms are made right, look right, ftnd for their
Vaitlcular purposes, arc positively unsurpassed. There
ia absolutely no guess-worabout the tttevens."
( K I FL IiS, from froo to $150.00.
Our line PISTOLS, from 52.50 to $50.00.
i SHOTGUNS, from $7.50 to $30.00.
Nearly all dealers handle the Stevens." Don't
fell to send fur illustrated catalog a book of ready
reference mailed ret upon request.
Are you good at Puzzles We have issued one that
Is very interesting and will make you think hard.
Send two acent stamps and we will forward it by
return mall.
Address, " Purzle Department."

,

Santa Fe,

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

.

STEVENS

N. M.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

n

Senator Smoot has the talking delegates of the W. C. T. U. and the walking delegates of the labor, unions of
Utah against him, now. If he can
Lstand this opposition he is a pretty
strong man.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

searching titles a specialty.

SAN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA FJ3, N. H.

J

at Law.

Attorneys

GEO. W. KNAEBKLy
Office in Griffin Block. Collections am

Has on hand a. constant supply of
the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.

nt

within the last three years 32,000,000
of people have traveled on the railroads of this country in the cars of the
Pullman Palace Car Company and only
six of these have been killed in railroad accidents." Moral, travel in a
Pullman Palace Car whenever you
can, it is mone well spent

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

JCton.

"

DAVID M. WHITE,
Civil Engineer.
Designs and specifications for iroa
and stone bridges. Railroad, water
works and irrigation engineering.'
Office: Governor's Palace, Santa Fe,
New. Mexico.

,

new. flexico

Fe

Stenography

.

,

C- O- Dtttora.
Rw JQc

want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to 'rent a house, if ybu want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NSW MEXICAN.

If you

-

IK
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Supportad by tb Ttrritocy.
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, aH gradates f Staatfcrt Eaaton CaUefca. Ne
otfera aH c pkto;
talldiirs, all faraltklip aad eqabjMMflts
gaclightcd; bathe, waterworks, aH coiveaitKea.
TUITION, BOARD AND LAUNDRY, $200 per Mutoa. SmsIm la tare term at

tUrteca weeks each.

for

ii a acted health

.

.

weaVwatered.
mart, i,7M fcet abev
Naffcaa Jaffa, W.M. Reed, R. S. Kaea&tea, J. C Lea aad E. A. I
aartfcitara address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Slipt

ROSWELL
REGENTS

sea-iev-

Typewriting.

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public;
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M,
.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151.

)Vt

Santa F

&

LEW H. BLAKE,

REA1IN6T0N TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN WHflTUHJ

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and. Surveyor. Irrigation Work a Specialty. U. S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.

WILUAM VAUGHN. PROP.

Lcrge Samfie Doocas far Commercial

&

.

MARGUERITE GEIMER.

Stenographer and Typewriter,
Notary Public,

--

.

No. 106 Aztec Avenue.
Santa Fe,- New Mexico.
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type

writer. Translations

From Spanish into English and front
.

English Into Spanish carefully made).
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building.

FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

SCRATCH PAPER. ;
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
papers at 10 cents per pound
at the
New Mexican. This la scrap paper put
up in pads and is less than the paper
originally coat. Only a limited supply.

It is an admitted fact that real estate,
financial men and merchants all say
that quickest and best results are obtained by advertising in the "New
Mexican.
1
'
v

-

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, January

ALWAYS TIRED
To be tired out from hard work or bodily
xercise is natural and rest is the remedy, but
there is an exhaustion without physical exertion and a tired,
feeling a weariness without work that is unnatural and shows
some serious disorder is threatening the health. One of the chief causes of
condition" is impure blood and bad circu
that "Alwavs-tired- .
lation. Unless the body is nourished with rich, pure blood there is lack of
nervous force, the musFor over four years I suffered ith general debility
cles become weak, the di- lausina:
M
a thorouah breakinsr
down
. i w of amy system.
i
;
8.. told ma
gestion impaired, and about it. knI tried it and it cured me. 8.
I heartily re
general disorder occurs commend 8. 8. 8. to all who may feel the need of a
Tours truly,
throughout the system. thoroughly good blood tonic.
MRS. JOBIE A. BKITTAIN,
44 W. Ninth St., Columbia, Tenn.
Debility, insomnia, nervousness,
indigestion,
dyspepsia, loss of appetite, strength and energy, and the hundreds of little
ailments we olten nave are due directly to a bad con
dition of the blood and circulation, and the quickest
way to get rid of them is bv purifying and building
up the blood, and for this purpose no remedy equals
S. S. S.. which contains the best ingredients for
.
is a vegetable blood purifier
up the
cleansing the blood and toning
. system It
1
i
!l i.1
anatomccombinea, tnaienncnesxne Diooa, ana inrouga nine enure system
comes
to the tired,
IS nourished and refreshing sleep
body.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
d
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MEN OF THE HOUR
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Like

Sterling

mm

'
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',t,i,

'
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A

The word "Burlington" is like
"Sterling" on silver. It denotes
a high standard.
We think our
service justifies
the comparison.

'

on

Silver

i

For Omaha and Chicago and everywhere east, leave Denver 4:15 p. m.
and 10:35 p. m.; for Kansas City, St.
Louis, and everywhere southeast,
leave 3:00 p. m. and 10:35 p. 111.

.j

never-reste-

d,

J. WEINBERGER
SOTTK SIDE FXjJLZJL, SJL1TTA FE. NEW

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

OH!.

G.

:

W. VALLERY, General Agt.
DENVER

ME2CXCO,

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
For the Least Possible Money

Texas

Family Trade Solicited.
Buy your Goods Here.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Pacific Railway

C. H. STEARNS.

Agent for Prol. Pouoni's Mountain Sage Malt Tonic

Telephone No. 94.

&

-

Several important phases of the
mercantile business appealing to the
reason, the business policy and sense
of duty in every man, are ably represented in Santa Rosa by C. H. Stearns,
than whom no man in that town is bet

dent of the Guadalupe County Bank,
the first banking house organization,
and continued in this position until it
was merged into the First National. He
continued to represent the townsite
!
company for some time, resigning
fronTtheir employ to establish a busiDO
MIND
HIM.
NOT
..
OUR PATRONS
ter known, or more highly esteemed ness of his own. He is proprietor of
THEY ARE SUPPLIED WITH OUR FIRST CLASS
as an honored pioneer and useful citi a general merchandise store, with a
zen.
number of special departments, and is
He is an Iowa man, and formerly re rapidly meeting with deserved sucsided at Des Moines prior to his com- cess. He is one of the largest property
Why depend on the ''Burro Man" for your ing to New Mexico, where he was ac- owners in the city, the county seat of
wood whan yon can have it when you want II
tively interested in immigration work, Leonard Wood County, and claims
Extra dry, and cut to fit your stove.
and held a prominent position among that there is not a more prosperous
Kindling In any quantity Prices Rea- the
city's promoters. Mr. Stearns Is town, nor a more beautiful or healthsonable RUSH ORDERS RUSHED!
'No trouble to answer questions"
a graduate of the State College of ful location in the Territory. AlIowa, of the class of 1889. The pres though one of the busiest men in Sanent secretary of the department of ta Rosa, he joins heartily in any public
:
agriculture at Washington, Mr. Wilson, enterprise that promises the advancewas one of his professors while he was ment or development of that city.
OFFICE
S. F. Depot,
Near A, T,
He
Mr. Stearns is a Mason and a Knight
Telephone No. IS, taking post graduate course.
Garfield Ave,
came to New Mexico in search of of Pythias, and is a loyal and active
a:
health, and takes pleasure in testify- member of these organizations. He is
ing to the curative powers of the a staunch Republican, always ready to NLW-JBSMffibright sunshine and dry atmosphere further the interests of his party. He
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP
of the Territory. After a few months is deeply interested in educational
residence in Las Vegas, he went to work, and, as chairman of the, school
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time,
Santa Rosa, to look after the interests board of Santa Rosa, is largely to be
You
And so
Lining.
of
the
for
credited
excellent
the
Improvement
Alamogordo
graded
do from OUR TRAINS. We go
Company's townsite. He was presi schools established the past year.
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all points
in
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
and St. Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other inHOTEL ARRIVALS.
Every Bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address.
to Chicago and Intermediate points.
Remedy Warranted.
Bon Ton: Frank Cahal, R. M. Mur- We guarantee every bottle of Cham
R. W. CURTIS
dock, El Paso; Fred Famons, Charles berlain's Cough Remedy and will re
Two Thousand Miles of Track
With
Kremek, Albuquerque; R. C. SandovaJ fund the money to anyone who is not
Southwestern Passenger Agent
All
s
Jiminez Springs; W. L. St. Vrain, satisfied after using
of the
EL PASO, TEXAS
Morris
P.
contents.
This is the best remedy in
Clark, Butte, Mont;
Ocate;
and Note.
of
Jose C. Quintana; Pojoaque; George the world for la grippe, coughs, colds
O.
LEONARD
1.
It. P. TURNER
Address the undersigned lor fall and reliable Information.
Fischer, Amarillo; Pablo Gonzales, croup and whooping cough and
Sen. Passenger and Ticket Agent
.
Traveling Passenger Agent
Santa Fe.
pleasant and safe to take. It prevents
EL PASO, TEXAS
W. D. MTJRDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
A. DULOHBRY,
DALLAS, TEXAS
Jo E. Sheridan, Silver City; any tendency of a cold to result in
Commercial Agent, J?l Paso. Claire:
City of Mexico.
C. Thompson, Hagan; E. G. John, pneumonia.
All druggists.
Raton; E. Sargent, C. W. Price,

JACK FROST IS HERE

CEREILLOS AND

CAPITOL

! I

MONERO COAL

$

-

Jg. PAT EXPRESS

YARD

COAL

NEW

can

see the Silver

it

above them

places.

Mexican Central Railway
Its

Reaches

the Principal Places
Interest

two-third-
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A CHRISTMASOverlaid
SNAP
with
Bottle,
Crystal

Thla

Olaaa Cologne
Silver, Three Times

Btcrl-la- g

of Cat, Postpaid
for su.se.
One of the Many Bargains in Our New Catalogue for 1904. conand Silvertaining over 5,000 illustration! "f Jewelry, Cut-Glware suitable forXmaa and Wedding; Presents. Free to any
addnsss upon request.
Mixe

an

NOBBE & ROEMPKE

Gold and

Galveston. Tex.
Silversmiths,
1857
Oldest
Store in the Southwest.

.
Established
Jewelry
Our Mail Order serviee offers you the same advantage as a
personal visit to our establishment.

P. F. HANLEY
SEJLZiSB

TXT

ImDorted cud Native Wines for Family Use.

snuaoaOM

"

Rj,

TayJsw

SANTA FE, N. A.

.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

office.

"I stuck to my engine, although ev
ery joint ached and every nerve was
racked with pain," writes C. W. Bellamy, a locomotive fireman, of Bur"I was weak and pale,
without any appetite and all run down.
As I was about to give up, I got a botlington, Iowa.

tle of Electric Bitters, and after taking it, I felt as well as I ever did in my
life." Weak, sickly, run down people
always gain new life, strength, and
vigor from their use. Try them.
guaranteed by Fischer Drug
Co. Price 50 cents.
Sat-isfasti-

TSLXFHOHZ BO. 9.

We make a Specialty of conveying tourists to all points ot
interest in and near the City
ll

LIVERY

Notioe for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No.

'

sW-aW----

I

in

7,233.)

UBLK3HEKS

Seize.
This Opportunity
This is positively no hitch or
scheme as hundreds are prof
iting by our offer.
Dinner and Tea Sets,
Ex
tension Tables. Couches. Morris Chairs.
Rocking add Dining Room Chairs, Silverware, Watches, Clocks and other
Jewelry, Mantel Ornaments, Albums,
carpets, Curtains, Kugs, Talking Ma
chines, Etc., Etc.,
Side-board- s,

Our

Within the next 13 months in order to
introduce our goods and brine them be
fore the public we are going to make
you the following proposition: In or
der to cover the expense of mailing,
printing, etc., etc., we ask vou to send
10 cents in coin and we will mail vou
our Kicaiy illustrated tataiocue, and our
No 1 Copy of the Woman's Sin; the copy
of the book Itself cost 10 cents without
the Catalogue, which is richlv illustrat
ed and valued at 15 cents. Now we are
willing to mail you both books and all
the details how to get the Premiums for
16 cents In coin. Do not
delay as we
will only issue a limited number of
Premiums on this our first offer in your
section.
Send at once for this offer, do not nut
it off but write at once before it is too
late Boys, Girls and Women look into

E

Our Equipment and stock
are Unexcelled in the West, and not Equaled in Santa Fe

NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS

AGENCY

' H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
DON CASPAR AVENUE.

Telephone

71.

BHNDERS

Your choice of the artlclos mentioned and
over 200 other useful household articles.

Intkbiob.
Dmubtmbnt or
Land Office at Santa Pe. N. M. Dec 16. 1903. this.
Notice is hereby riven that the following
CO.
named settler has filed notice of his intention LOUIE MANUFACTURING
to make final proof in support of his claim,
1033
before
the
made
and chat said proof will be
Chestnut Street
Register or Peeeiver at Santa Fe. M. M.. on
Pa.
J anuary 11, 1904, via : John M Shields for the
Philadelphia.
nwtt of section 8. township 19 north, range
3 east. He names the following witnesses to
upon and
CMiRMrsrTrsi-- n mm isu
prove his continuous residence
cultivation of said land viz : Hugh Murray,
L.
Linus
S
Leonard Wlnhoef er, Orin Brown,
Shields, all of Pert. N. M.
.
alAHUai, K. UTBBO, negisier.
r CHlCHKDTEH'lj KNUiaSU
la KEO ud bold meullio Dole.. mM
wkhblMribkoi. Take
otliMt. ateraas
tnsure Your Property in
aa4 laUta.
Panamas rHaWUtatlaa.
Slaaa.
DragglM, or Mad 4e la
-

RMTERS.

To obtain any of the valuable
articles mentioned free of chaege

OUR OFFER is made so as to introduce
Goods to You and Your Friends.

A VERY CLOSE CALL.

OUR SPBCIALTmS OM Ctvw, McBrajrcr. GckanhiaMr

-

e,

Barrett, Washington.

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
SAN FRANCISCO STREET

Chama; J. H. McHolland, Antonio; A.
Cohen, S. Cohen, Denver; M. C. de
Baca, Conant; J. S. Duncan Las Vegas; J. H. Field, Cape Vincent; M. T.
Moriarty; Frank Doench, W. McMillan,
Denver; A. Sandoval, Albuquerque.
Palace: W. S. Hopewell, Mrs. Hope
well and children, Hillsboro; J. M. M.
Leish, Chicago; W. F. Pierce, Denver;
B. W. McChandles3, Atchison; Robert
P. Ervein, Clayton; J. Cowey, Denver;
Richard Dunn, Las Vegas; J. F. Hin-klRoswell; Joseph Redatson, Marble
Dale; Thomas D. White, W. M. Atkinson, Roswell; W. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque; Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas; B. S. Baker, Albuquerque; A. A.
Jones, Las Vegas; A. T. Hathaway,
Salida; Mrs. Morgan Jones, Cerrillos;
H. C. Winslow and E. Ackerman, Denver; Jo E. Sheridan, Silver City: L. A.

Bnj

jour

r Parttoalara, Teatlataalala
ad Better IW LaJles," toxar, by re.
le.ee TmiaoataU. Seldbf
inaSiU,
Dtasflau.
CalehealarCaeailealCa,
Maaua

man.

rniw,

-
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THE

.

o o

New Mexican Printing Company has the
boolcbindery in the Southwest and the only

modern naxxry in new xaanco. u turns out
s,
superior blank-book- s,
journals and led
of
gers, and also loose-leledgers and blank-booall descriptions. The work done by it is first-claand at very low rates. Bankers and merchants in
New Mexico shoufil not send their book binding
work oat of the territory, bat should patronize this
very deserving home manuscturing mstitutkn.
The Job Department of this Company is the
most completely furnished in the Southwest carrying
all the latest faces of type. Airy job, from a business
card to a thousand-pag- e
book, can be turned out
This departwith equal first-clawcrkrna&aBp.
ment can not but meet the demands of the most
iastidious, and should receive the support of every
businessman in New Mexico. The privilege of a
bid is earnestly solicited.
4
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SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN

DRY

SEE HERE, HARRY!

have tried all the Clothing Stores in town and have last settled
I

down on SALWON

&

ABOUSLEMAN.

The

suit get there is always sure to be stylish
and of good material. Everything about it
is right in every way. Now go around town
I

and see for yourself, and I will wager you a
good cigar that you can't beat
ABOUSLEMAN
on a $10.00. $12.50 or $16.00 suit; of
SALMON

&

.

cloth-ing-

Try it, and you will be convinced.

San Francisco St.

Telephone 26.

S- -

Kaune & Co
GROCERS

SOME OF THE FOLLOWING WILL HELP

TO MAKE THEM SOt
1903 Pack Monarch, Richelieu and Blue Label

Canned Fruits and Vegetables.
Booth's Baltimore Oysters.
Fresh Shrimp.
Poultry.
Lettuce.
;
Celery.
Spinach.
Cauliflower.
Sweet Potatoes.
Bananas.
Oranges.
Grapes.
Persimmons.
Fresh Peaches.
Edam and Roquefort Cheese.

JffiW : OSIJ : STORE
In the Catron Block.
Quick Sales!

SANTA FE, N. M.

Small Profits

!

I want your business.

I will see to it that
you are satisfied with us.

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

JOHN KOURY
inrCOBPOBATEDI

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes j
Stationery,
Grocers'
Sundries.
Patent Medicines and
PROMPT ATTENTION GIYKN MAIL OBOKK8.

I jfcv wutsre If
Vurac
ws.cn. I
I NTS. eo.
ST.UUS. I
I ST.UM.

"i
g

JH.

MAJESTIC
RANGE
j

Jj

In your home will be a
source of much comfort
to your wife. They are

THE
VERY BEST
MADE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

SOLD BY THE

W. A. McECE NZSE
.

Seiigman Bros. 60.
Announce That Their
JANUARY WHITE GOODS SALE
Will Commence
MONDAY, JANUARY 4, 1904.
In Order to Make Room for Out New
Line of White Goods Which Will
Arrive Shortly, We Will Close Otit
Ofir Stock of White Goods at One
Third Less Than Usual Values.

:

For Holiday Season

We

ate

cThc Proper Goods-

-

city.

our

our

FRESH

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers

CARTWRIGHT--

AVIS CO.

.

Gfj

,

m

11-2-

A

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

INCORPORATED 1903

ESTABLISHED I856

proved today.
M. T. Moriarty of the Santa Fe Central town of the same name, arrived in
the Capital City yesterday afternoon,
having business at the general offices
of the comoany. He returned home
this morning.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, manager of
accom
Eastern,
the Albuquerque
.
panied .by Mrs. Hopewell and their two
sons, arrived in the Capital City Sat
urday evening from Hillsboro, and are
guests at the Palace.
V. M. Atkinson
and Thomas D.
White both of Roswell, are in the city
on official business. They are members of the board of county commis
sioners of Chaves County and will be
in attendance at the meetings of the
territorial board of equalization.
A. M. Bergere,
Esq., clerk of the
First Judicial District Court, has re
to his
11
11 41
j& ic turned from a business trip
j&
j& 11 j$
ranch at Antelope Springs. He re
ports a little snow in that section, but
PERSONAL MENTION
nothing to speak of.
James L. Williams and Miss Marga
A. Jones of Cerrillos, were united
ret
W. L. St. Vrain of Ocate, Mora Counin the parlors of the Pal
in
marriage
ty, is attending to business in Santa ace Hotel
Saturday evening, the Rev.
Fe.
W. A. Cooper, pastor of St. John's M.
Richard Dun of Las Vegas, the well E. Church officiating.
known saw mill man is here on
L. K. McGaffey, formerly postmaster
at Roswell, now doing well in real esWHOLESALE AfID RETAIL DI(Y GOODS.
Mrs. Morgan Jones of Cerrillos, is tate business there, is in the city.
among the guests registered at the Mr. McGaffey says that Roswell is
PHONE NO. 36.
P. O. BOX 219.
Palace.
prospering and Chaves County doing
Mrs. Z. Solomon of Tama, Iowa, and well. Quite an influx of people was
her daughter are guests at the Sani had during the pas. year and he thinks
tarium.
this will continue.
Miss Wanesford, who was a guest at
The Rev. W. Hayes Moore, pastor of
the Sanitarium, has returned to her the First Presbyterian Church, will
home in Las Vegas.
leave Wednesday for Pueblo, where he
General Freight Agent B. W. Rob goes to the springs to take treatment
bins of . the Santa Fe Central, has re for Bright's disease. His congregation
are showing the choicest, most up-to-dturned from a business trip to Denver. presented him with a purse of $100, a
line of
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector Jo E. round trip ticket to Pueblo, and granted him a month's leave of absence.
Sheridan, spent yesterday in the city
W. H. Carruthers of Moriarty, acand left this morning for Monero ov.
companied by his wife and two chilofficial business.
Call and see
To be found in the
J. A. Mahoney, of Deming, is in the dren, arrived in the Capital City yesresitaken
have
their
and
up
terday,
before
stock
buying elsewhere.
Capital City to attend the sessions of
the territorial board of equalization, of dence for the winter in the ofGarcia
will
It
pay you. No trouble to
the
property at the intersection
which he is a member.
show you
canon road and De Vargas Avenue.
goods.
M. C. de Baca of Conant, Leonard Mr.
Carruthers moved to Santa Fe so
su
Wood County, formerly territorial
that his two young sons might attend
perintendent of public instruction, is school.
CANDIES JUST RECEIVED
here on private business.
General Superintendent W. CoughJ. Correy of Denver, tax agent of
lin, of the Denver & Rio Grande, with
the Denver & Rio Grande system,, is
in Denver, accompanied
headquarters
FRANCISCO ST
in Santa Fe to appear before the terri By Division
H. E. Whit
Superintendent
torial board of equalization.
'tenberger of Alamosa, will arrive in
Judge A. A. Freeman and J. O. Cam the Capital City this evening on the
eron, Esq., of Carlsbad, who for the regular train on a tour of inspection,
past ten days have been guests at the and incidentally to see the new union
Sanitarium, have returned home.
depot in this city, to be occupied joint
General Manager W. S. Hopewell of ly by the Denver & Rio Grande and
the Albuquerque Eastern, left last eve the Santa Fe Central systems.
ning for Raton, on a business trip. He The two officials will leave again to
F. S. DAVIS, President
jt S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Tress.
morrow morning on the regular train
will return to Santa Fe this evening.
Associate Justice Benjamin S. Bak for the north.
D
er of the territorial Supreme Court, re
from
turned last night
Albuquerque,
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
where he spent Sunday with his fam
Makes
conall
for
money
ily.
Grocery Telephone Wo. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
J. A. Israel of Denver, representing cerned
Best
and
Schilling's
Mia AT MARKET.
the Colorado Southern; is in Santa Fe is safe.
You will never know what meat satSYSTEM
CARRIER
PAT.
to present the claims of that line be
isfaction is until you Join the ranks of
fore the territorial board of equaliza
At your grocer's, and
the discrimiating buyers who get their
tion.
supplies from our market. We are
J. Foster Reinhardt, salesman from
now cutting Denver killed, govern-men- t
INSURES NATURAL flAVORtPUHITfe""
the Dunlavy Mercantile Company, with
inspected beef. Even the cheapREMEMBER
IT.
WHO
DOES
er cuts are tender and appetizing. Evheadquarters at Kennedy, is in Santa
Leave word at Blain's Bazar and I
Fe transacting business at the general
Sealshlpt oysters fill all the require
will call at your house or office and ments of the "Pure Food" laws. They erything in beef, pork, mutton, lamb
v
offices.
and veal. Fancy farm sausage, link,
your watches,, clocks, sewing contain no preservaline or other pre- loose, Vienna,
Robert P. Ervian of Clayton, who repair
liver and bologna sauholds a position as member of the ter machines and typewriter. All work servative. They do not come in con- sage. Our cutting is done by a man
firstclass.
Betact with the ice or ice water.
who knows his business; our shop is
ritorial board of equalization, is in the strictly
GOLDIE CHAPMAN,
;
ware of ice water oysters. They do kept clean; all orders go out
Capital to attend to his duties as sucli
carefully
not compare in taste, purity or econo- and cleanly packed.
- ,
?
member.
j
The History of
H. C. Thompson, manager of ; the THE EQUITABLE LIPS ASSUR my with the genuine sealshipt.
'
FRESH EGGS.
y
Dunlavy Mercantile Company store at
ANCE SOCIETY
WHITE.
CRYSTAL
to
coal
is
the Hagan
fields,
is as much difference between
There
attending
Shows that all necessary and practical
Our trade on Crystal White Soap is
business affairs at the general. offices reforms in. Life Assurance
eggs and the ordinary sort- - usual
during the steadily growing. It Is the only 10 oz. our sold
'
'
"
of the company.
as there, is between Meadow
ly
or
a
nave
past quarter
century
origin
of pure white soap, sold for 5c. Gold butter and the common sorts. We
Victor Ortega; a merchant at Chima ated with the Society. For example: bar
Easier for the user; easier for the pay the top
price for butter and leggs,
yo, and who represented his county THE' EQUITABLE WAS THE FIRST clothes
than the common laundry and we believe
we get our money's
several times in the House of Repre
SOCIETY TO SIMPLIFY AND
soaps. Contains borax. Borax does worth. Our profit is not as large on
In
the
is
pur
today
sentatives,
city
LIBERALIZE THE POLICY
not injure fabrics, but does cleanse the individual sales but we believe the
chasing supplies.
CONTRACT.
clothing. Also widely used as a bath fact that all who really appreciate
James F. Hinkle of Roswell, who To give choice of various methods of and general kitchen soap.
good butter and eggs are likely
settlements.
represents southeastern New Mexico in
to us gives us sufficient added
the territorial board of equalization, is To render its policies, old and new,
IMPERIAL PATENT.
to
sales
compensate us.
in the Capital to attend to his duties
undisputable after three years.
We still maintain our remarkably
as such member.
To reduce the term to two years.
want
low price on Imperial flour. We
FERNDELL LIMA BEANS
Samuel Atkinson of Roswell, tax To further reduce it to one year.
one to use Imperial flour, for
every
French lima beans are in
Ferndell
agent of the Pecos division of the San- To issue deferre.' dividend policies.
twenty years the standard.
a class to themselves. Deliciously
ta Fe Railway system, is in town on To give the assured the right to draw 50 pound sack
tender, small, tnd of a green color.
as a surrender value at the end of a
business before the territorial board
Only the young tender pods allowed
term of years, the entire reserve,
HAY, ALFALFA, GRAIN,
of equalization.
go into a Fancy French lima can.
together with the surplus, in cash, Feed, flour and potatoes of the best to two
Martin Lohman, of Las Cruces,
sizes 15c and 25c. " v
In
member of the territorial board 7 of To pay ija policy holders immediately quality and at lowest market price.
of
death
assured.
the
the
in
upon
the Capita;!
equalization, arrived
Therefore, Insure In
city tnis morning, to attend tne ses
sions of that body.
.,..,!
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office. '
Hon. James S. Duncan of Las Vegas,
It Is the
public printer, is in the city.
'
the president of the territorial board
"GOVERNMENT BONDS"
of equalization which commenced its
of Life Assurance
sessions here today.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY. A6ENT.
Alejandro Sandoval of Albuquerque, 102 Chapelle Street 8anta Fe, N. M.
member of the territorial board of
CANDELARIO,
4kBsiaaBjnn
equalization, arrived in the city yes
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.
terday and was present at the ses
sions of the board today.
Charles A. Spiess, Esq., who is inter
ested in several cases being heard be
FOR INDIAN BASK8TRY . , .
fore the territorial Supreme Court, re
turned last evening from Las Vegas,
cTWiss cTWugler
, ,,.
Wasissale as4 Retail Dealers la
having spent Sunday at home.
A. A. Jones, Esq., of Las Vegas, re
turned to the Capital City last evening,
BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
to resume his legal business before the
territorial Supreme Court, after spendMillinery at and below cost. Must
Th bast place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
ing Sunday at his home in the Meadow make room for the coming spring
Mexican Pottery, Relics from the Cliff Dwellings,
,
City.
goods. Best assortment of materials
Indian Baskets, In fact all sorts of Curios of Indian
Jose Amado Lucero a well known tot embroideryalways or. hand.
resident of Espanola, was in the city
fonnd a Our Store
4
nnd Mexican make can
Saturday and Sunday on legal business
of
Corner
Plaza , 0. BOX 340
and visiting friends and relatives. Mr. Parlors, Southeast
SANTA FE N M
:
:
Lucero states that the people in the
SANTA FE, N. H.
-

FE, N.

Espanola Vsilley are prosperous and
that business is good and many of
them are finding employment in the
saw mills now running on the Montes
y Vigil Land Grant and other places in
that section.
Mrs. Agnes James, matron at the
New Mexico penitentiary, who was operated upon last week, is greatly im-

j

DRY GOODS.
NOTIONS.
MILLINERY.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
LADIES' WAISTS, CLOAKS AND SKIRTS.

a SANTA

1904.

j j j

May Yoof Christmas Be a
Merry One and the New Year Bring
You Prosperity and Happiness.

Prices Right!

ST.

and Beta

"SSTliolesale

It's just like this:

3

SAN FRANCISCO

it,

fflapfeatfi?. Stare.

Hes

THE EQUITABLE

THE : OLD : CURIO : STORE
J. S.

f

LLinERY

V

n

Prop.

RAFFIA. REEDS, BEADS

rexican and Indian

Curios

I:r..,.,,,v.

"
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J. P. VICTORY

V

LAST ROLL GALL

Attorney at Law and

lea I
112

ml

Ml

1

San

Estate

opt

Francisco Street. Santa Fe,

I

ANSWERS THE

N

M.

REAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estato secur- ty on easy terms.
HOMES
I have a nice cottage (double) six
rooms on one aide, 4 on the other;
owner occupies 4 rooms and the rest
rent for $25 a month; good neighborhood; ample space to erect other builstables and
dings on same street;
other outbuildings; the price asked is
very low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone
house with all modern improvements;
the other an adobe-bric- k
house, 7
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
city water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice

Charles C. Probst Died Suddenly Last
Evening at Agua Fria.
Charles C. Probst, an old time resident and respected citizen of Santa Fe
died at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon
at his ranch near Agua Fria.
Probst was born in Schanzberg, Ger
many, 09 years ago. He enlisted in
New York City, July 24, 1854, in the
Third United States Infantry, and
came to Santa Fe in that year, march
ing from the Missouri River on foot
After serving, five years he was dis
charged, and engaged in the butcher
business in Santa Fe. During the
civil war he was commissioned by Gov'
ernor Henry Connelly, as a lieutenant
in the New Mexico Volunteers.
His remains will be brought to San
ta Fe tomorrow and placed in G. A. R
hall tfhere the funeral services will be
held at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. In
terment in the U. S. National Ceme
tery.

MRS. SHOCH PASSES AWAY
Died This Morning at the Family Residence After a Lingering Illness.
Funeral Tomorrow.

"

The death of Mrs. George W. Shoch
has cast a gloom over many hearts.
She had been in failing health for more
than six years but not until a few days
ago did it become certain that the

mm Ireland's

whlhaTe'hn'?

it, 1904.

with
overIn.onmL,
.", for tor
twontv v.r.

i iios. omard, Elgin,

Pharmacy

Headquarter's For

111,

ff

JD The Bowels
end was verv ' near. On Satnrrlav
morning a decided change for the
worse was noted. Her vitality steadCANOV CATHARTIC
ily declined until she passed peaceful
ly away at 5 o'clock this morning. Her
mother, Mrs. Shaeffer, her husband
and Miriam, her seven year old daughter survive her.
Kirl'.4,lv'bJe Pote"',' Taste Gooa- Do Good,
N?!
fold In htlft"' W,eaken or 0rlpe-10cTHE OLDEST DRUG HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
Never
25.
Mrs. Shoch was
y
Bnuine tablet stanmed COO.
daughter
j cure or our money back.
j
or Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Shaeffer, and was uuuauteiu
Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago nr M.v ...
born on March 10, 1867, in Berryville, ANNUAL
SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
uaupnin County, Pennsylvania. Sh
was married to Mr. Shoch nine years
ago and their home previous to com
LETTER LIST.
ing west was at Bethayres, a beautiful
'
iist of letters remaining uncalled
Mrs. Shoch
suburg of Philadelphia.
was a woman of rare attractiveness, of for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. M.,
genial
disposition and fine Christian tor the week ending Jan. 9, 1904
FULL LINK OFfruit trees; currant and raspberry
Manufacturer of
character.
She was a woman also of it. not called for within two weeks
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
will
be
unusual accomplishments,
to
sent
dead
the
office
letter
especially
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
house will be rented.
FiUIREJEWELIT
as a musician. For six years she was at Washington:
niTV
i
MiNun
ORCHARDS.
soprano singer hi a quartet choir in St Raj'U, Josefita K
Miss
Norris,
Maggie
SILVERWARE,
Baca. (Jarlotta
Ni rth. Luesia
Matthew's Lutheran Church, Philadel Craiifi
I also have a fruit ranch in a high
Mr Mary
Ortiz LuisB
phia. She received her musical educa Wavid, B
Puchee '. D
ALL KINDS Or DESIGNS
state of cultivation, in the suburbs,
Men's Social Club will Hon at the well known Philadelphia Uiiraii. .J usto
The
Kecords, J W
with a building site overlooking the hold a Young in
Gonzales. M R Miterio Reese, Kev M D
filigree Fob Chains,
dance
Gray's Opera House musical academy, conducted by Profes ivewpser. i.oins
Kuherts, A U
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there 1b
lames
(2)
16.
sor
McLaiiplilin,.
Jiiatiita
Rodriguez,
Zweckwer.
Filigree Neck Chains,
Mollo. Jckiis Ortiz
an artificial reservoir, the only one of Saturday evening, January
.
... sne
,
kjhav. A P
liri.i.
as
Kev
D
R
Milton.
com
was
Tli
The
Mex
of
wilu
swift.
New
annual
the
neaitn
meeting
tailing
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more in
Montoya. Maria Petra Wilcox, Mrs M V B
peneu to abandon her singing.
ico
held
this
wilhbe
Mr,
Pioneers
evening
Miss
Nichols,
u
deDth. holding over 125.000 gallons of
Filigree Brooch Pins.
at 7:30 o'clock at the home of the sec and Mrs, Shoch and family came west
In calling please say advertised and
from
water, constantly replenished,
six
about
and
L.
a
B.
Hon.
Filigree
after
Bracelets,
years
ago
Prince. ,
trying give the date.
which the whole place can be irrigated retary,
The annual meeting of the New number -of places, selected Santa Fe
.
Filigree Card Cases,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
which
and
summer,
the
as their- permanent residence. Mr.
dailj during
'"
Mexico
will
Horticultural
take
Society
Postmaster.
could be stocked with fUih. The land
Schoch built a fine home on Washing
this evening at 8 o'clock at the ton
South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Avenue and all that comfort and
contains many hundreds of young trees place
residence of Dr. W. S. Harroun.
U.
S.
WEATHER
BUREAU
NOTES.
medical skill could do was done to pro
of the finest and most valuable varle
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair to
A match
bowling game will be long the sufferer's life. She was pa
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
and
at
Hotel
the
except snow in north
night
played
bowling
Exchange
tient and hopeful and full of Christian portion thisTuesday
apricots, cherries and other fruits, the
afternoon or tonight; colder
a
next
between
alleys
Sunday
picked
greater part of which already bear; a team from Albuquerque and a local fortitude, during all her trying and ex weather tonight.
San Francisco St.Santa Fe, N. M.
haustive illness. She was a devoted
young bearing vineyard, thousands of team.
T
baturday the thermometer registered
member of the Lutheran Church but as iollows: Maximum temperature, 33
bushes of currants and other small
will
It
to
see
me
before
pay
you
you buy anything in the
The
Club will have a deeply interested in alfChristian work. degrees, at 3:40 p. ni.; minimum IS defruits; extensive beds of asparagus, musical Fortnightly
m.
at
7:50
a.
The
at
mean
resi
the
Her
grees,
line.
useful
Furniture
temper
evening
I
and
will furnish your house complete from
kindly,
exemplary life ature for
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. To dence of Mr. andtonight
the 24 hours was 26 degrees.
Mrs. C. L. Bishop, will not be soon forgotten.
be sold on easy terms, and for much
C2
to
Relative
kitchen
on
cent.
humidity,
per
garret
easy payments. Liberal discounts will
Her funeral will take place at the
commencing at 8 o'clock. From 7.: 30
less than it cost, owing to ill health of p. m.;.a business
tnermometer
the
Yesterday
registered
will
be
held,
on
residence
family
meeting
Washington Ave- as follows: Maximum temperature, 3.5
be made to cash customers.
the owner.
A special meeting of the city board nue at 2:30 o'clock on Tuesday and degrees, at 3:00 p. m. minimum, 10
All goods delivered free.
CHURCHES.
of education will take place this even will be conducted by the Rev. W. degrees, at 5:30 a. m. The mean
I am authorized to dispose of the Con ing at the office of the clerk in the Hayes Moore, Rec. W. R. Dye and temperature for the 24 hours was 20 de
We Handle the Famous
school building if a quorum can Rev. W.- A. Cooper. Friends of the grees. Relative humidity, 58 percent.
gregational Church, on the south side, high
20
a.
6:00
at
in.
are
to
MEAL," STEEL RANGE.
TemTemperature
today,
family
attend.
"QUICK
requested
convenient to the contemplated Union be obtained.
Fair-yiedegrees.
interment
will.be
in
made
porary
tells the story of its conname
The
announces
Miss Elizabeth DuVal
STOCK MARKETS.
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
Cemetery.
venience. It looks well, it cooks well,
not
has
Club
the
that
will
be
Night
Friday
be sold cheap, or the building
New York, Jan. tl. Atchison G7W;
it bakea well and it lasts well, and then
The children's
been discontinued.
New York Cectral, lVJKi
pfd., m
it costs but a little more than one of the
repaired and leased to responsible par
at
dancing class will resume hereafter
SUPREME COURT.
Pennsylvania, 1193k'; southern Pacific,
inferior kinds. Sight in construction,
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catch
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routed
car
thus
well
freight
Land
Grant Company, defendant
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
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make up an
livery barn, and ing a series of stereoptican lectures
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
Native
83.40
South84.50;
steers,
all practically new. Good excuse for at St. John's M. E. Church continues
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
ern steers, 82.40
84.00; Southern
sale. In a live and growing city. to
cows, 81.50
$1.75; native cows and
please the multitudes, a crowded
Telephone 71.
'
Write for particulars.
heifers, 82.25 (3 $3.60; Stockers and
house enjoying the lecture of last eve$3.65; bulls, $2.15
feeders, $2.90
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MEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
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P.
superDr.
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The Rev.
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on
in
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will
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acres; patented;
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and
81.75
$4.00;
feeders,
H.
be
transferred
to
Fred
and
Chama,
'
.
land.
84.50; canners,
tonight at St. John's M. E. Church. McBride, whom he succeeded here as $4 00; heifers, 82.00
Santa Fe, N. M.
83.30; bulls, 83 Ou
$4.30;
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for The first quarterly conference will be agent, will return to his old field of 81.75
$5.00
$3.50
ale several large ' tracts of desirable held immediately after the sermon.
labor from Chama. The transfer came caives,
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Sheep,
receipts,
bureau
local
weather
sell
to
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The
as a surprise to the friends of Mr. Da lambs slow.
land which I
permitted
ex
and
Tuesday
Good to choice wethers, $1.10
very low figure. One tract contains fair weather tonight
vis, as well as to Mr. Davis himself,
$4.50;
bout 8,600 acres, and is located about cept snow in north portion this after as it was thought he was a fixture in fair to choice mixed, $3.25
$4.00;
western sheep, $3.60
$4.50; native
miles southwest of noon or tonight and colder weatner the Capital City.
three and one-ha- lf
84.00 ( 86.30, western lambs,
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The
tonight.
in
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Mr.
Da
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Fe
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stay
it
Las Vegas; nearly all
During
DO
was 35 degrees at 3 p. m. vis has made many friends both for $5.25(3 86.30.
fence; good grazing and water for vpsterdav
16 decrees at 5:30 a the Denver & Rio Grande and himself.
minimum
9nri
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stock; some timber. Another tract of m.
If 80 Try the New Cuisine at the
The temperature at 6 o'clock this For the past year he has been the ex
Insure Your Property in
S60 acres, .7 miles from
las Vegas; morning
was 26 degrees,
alted ruler of Santa' Fe lodge, No. 460,
ORIENT INSURANCE CO, HARTFORD.
timber and grazing, with an excellent
' '
'Tonight will be "ladies night" at the B. P. O. E.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
.stream of water passing over it. Still
F. First Regiment
another "tract pf 350 acres of farming, armory of CompanyGuard
Telephone 71.
of New Mex
S miles west InfaotryNational
(razing and timber land,
OFFICIALHATTERS
ico. Dancing will be in order from
Short Orders a Specialty.
'
All the Delicacies of the Season.
The New; Mexican Printing ComfjC
Vegas, with
running water 8:30 to 11:30 o'clock. Good music and
neatnedo
will
with
work
pany
job
youi
refreshments will be features of the
Postoffice Established.
J. 7. HUBBS, Manager
ss-and
dispatch. ,
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
evening's program.
Postoffices have been established at
I can sell you large tract of land
Emile Mignondot is ahead in the Corazon. San Miguel County, to be
"
suitable for mining coal or the produc '.competition for the bowling ball of served from Chaperito, and at Moore,
tion of timber.
fered by Proprietor Edward S. An- Quay County, to be served from Tu
drews, of the Exchange Hotel bowling cumcari.
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
Notaries Public Appointed.
In all parts of the Territory, and alleys, to the person making the highest score before njidnight January 31.
Acting Governor J. W. Raynolds Sat
pne in Wyoming
Mr. Mignondot has scored 220 out of a urday appointed W. E. Gortner of Las
R00M8: FURNISHED OR UN FUR' possible 300.
Vegas, a notary public for San Miguel
NISHED.
Work on the Don Gaspar Avenue 3ounty. J. A. Williams,
Estancia,
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in bridge is being pushed, and Contractor Valencia County.
If so, senditto
Board of Equalization.
all parts of the city. Single, or en Walter Sharp expects to have it com
two
two
The
board
weeks.
The
of
territorial
within
equalization
Some
for
BULGER & "WILLIAMS
of
suite
pleted
light housekeeping.
CTCCLESALC
them within five minutes walk of south wing walls have been completed, convened in the office of Traveling
Palace
Hotel.
Opposite
and work was started Saturday on the Auditor C. V. Safford in the capital
Plaza, r
and
two north wing walls, the one running this morning. The meeting was called Prices Reasonable.
I will take rleasure in showing to
to
on
40
an
10
order
President
o'clock by
at
feet,
Sparks Avenue being
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
RETAIL
prospective investors desirable buili-In- g angle of 45 degrees,: while the other James S. Duncan. The other mem.
the
of
in
the three are but sixteen feet.-neighborhood
jites
on bers present were.Vencesiao Jaramillo,
tCALED III
S
Capitol, and in the vicinity of the the parapet walls is also being rushed, secretary; Robert P. Efvein, Alejandro
Don't Slip Up.
9
and
localother
church,
.
Take
In
Out an Accident olicy
Presbyterian
the
the west wall being already ; up, and Sandoval, J. F. Hinkle, Martin Loh?
8
ities of the city which in a few years the east one nearing completion. The man and J. A. Mahoney.
PACIFIC MUTUAL
will be worth double the present tak- parapet walls will have a coping of cut
ri. N Wit LCOX, Agent.
'
stone.
ing pricn.
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
Exclusive Grafn House In City
Telephone 71.
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NOTICE.
,
Any person or persons in any way
tampering with the pipes or wires, extending, adding to or altering the
The Engineering and Mining Journal same without a permit from the com-oanwill be prosecuted to the full exreviews the mineral market conditions
.
tent of the law.
as
follows:
a
score
of
and
ailments
other
nervous
prostration
Let any person afflicted with indigestion, constipation,
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT CO.
been
comparativehas
quiet,
Copper
the!
in
of good spring water, proper exercise
open
been done for
keep the outlets of the body open by drinking freely
By W. H. Fritchman, Manager.
to relieve the bowels and partaking of ly little business having
Santa
Fe, New Mexico, Nov. 27, 1903.
ir, regular habits, allowing nothing to interfere with a desire least
home
European
although
consumption,
once a day of
foods binding in their nature
eating at
purchasers still seem inclined to take
metal at current prices, and to replenDislocated Her Shoulder.
ish their stocks, which are understood
Mrs. Johanna Soderhohn, of Fergus
to have been very low. Holders are Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her
not pressing metal for. sale, however, shoulder. She had a surgeon get it
and the most careful inquiry does not back in place as soon as possible, but
disclose the existence of any large sur- it was quite sore and pained her very
plus stocks. Upon the whole, sellers much. Her son mentioned that he had
in seen Chamberlain's Pain Balm adverseem inclined toward confidence
the strength of the position, and are tised for sprains and soreness, and she
willing to wait for the improvement, asked him to buy her a bottle of it,
which is hoped for when the new year which he did. It quickly relieved her
opens.
and enabled her to sleep which she had
Tin has shown some sharp fluctua- not done for several days. The son was
tions, especially in the London market, so much pleased with the relief it gave
where the bulls have taken advantage his mother that he has since recomof the reported closing down of the mended it to others. For sale by all
Straits Trading Company's smelters, druggists.
on account of the slow delivery of ore
and they will find relief from all these troubles Try it and you will prove it not poetical, but by the Chinese miners, who are underNotice for Publication.
stood to be taking a special holiday.
good, hard sense Served hot or cold.
(Homestead Entry No. 5, too)
Much has been made also of the stateof the Interioh,
ment that there will be a considerable Land Department
Office at Santa Fe. N. M., Deo. 7, 1908
curtailment in the Banka sales during Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
la03.
to make final
in support of his claim,
Lead is quiet and unchanged, with and that said proof
My signature on
proof will be made before the
or
receiver
at Santa Fe, N. M., on
moem packagt.
register
the usual current demand. Spot metal January
18, 1904, viz : Antonio Chavez y SanQje
123
is in a little better supply than it has doval, guurdinn of the minor children of
Kicardo Chavez, for the swi of ne&, se!4
been, though deliveries are still rather of
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
nw4 and lots 2 and 3, section 5. township
10 north, range llieast. He name the followslow.
to
address.
Food
mailed
free
A cook book containing 76 excellent receipt for using the
any
ing witnesses to prove his continuous resiSpelter continues firm, and the de- dence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz :
mand is very good for the season. A Donaoiaun Angel, Luis angel, Margarito
FOOD COMPANY.
Bernardo Chavez, all of Galisteo,
fair consumption is looked for during Chavez,
N, M.
markore
In
new
the
the
year.
Manuel R. Otero. Register.
Joplin
et prices have been on a parity with
those of the past two or three weeks, SAVED FROM TERRIBLE DEATH.
and the accumulated stocks in the bins
The family of Mrs. M. L. Bobbitt of
well cleaned out. The Bargerton, Tenn., saw her dying and
been
have
pretty
,
miners have taken a holiday over were powerless to save her. The most
Christmas, and production has been skillful physicians and every remedy
was
rather light.
used, failed, while consumption
v"
were organized in 179t.
A
Silver shows little change, though slowly but surely taking her life. In
in
was
nickels
of
The coinage
begun
The In- this terrible hour Dr. King's New Disprices are fairly maintained.
1866.
The latest report from the
TVT
1
to covery for Consumption turned desbeen
has
dian
adding
government
1 I
Mints shows that 445.841.054 nickels
W
its
reserve,
chiefly
by
purchases
gold
pair into joy. The first bottle brought
JS.
M.WS
M
1
have been coined since that time.
1
S
W
x
and it is expected that immediate relief and Its continued use
from
Australia,
value $22,292,052.70
fsmfiwii
additional buying of silver for coinage completely cured her. It's the most
certain cure in the world for all throat
purposes will be required very soon.
In the iron and steel markets busi- and lung troubles. Guaranteed bottles
ness has also been very quiet, and buy- 50c and $1. Trial bottles free at Fising on a small scale only. For pig cher Drug Co.
iron there is more inquiry, and many
people think that demand will improve OUR Facilities are complete for the
a3 soon as the new year opens. Stocks prompt production of Book, Pamphhave been pretty well Cleared out by let,
Catalogues, and General Printrecent buying, and it is not improbable ing and Binding. We do only the Best
that some of the furnaces which closed grades of work and solicit the bust
down in October and November may ness of firms and individuals
desiring
start up again in January. Steel bilabove the ordinary"
"something
lets have sold only on a moderate scale, simply a consistent rate for the char
and some small concerns are reported acter of work we turn out.
to be giving concessions from the asAll orders promptly attended to, and
sociation price. In finished material estimates furnished
on application.
almost the only business has been in
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
and
In
material
structural
bars.
plates,
buyers have been disappointed at the
action taken by the combination and PLEASANT AND MOST EFFECTIVE,
T. J. Chambers, Ed .Vindicator, Lib
are holding back orders. The rail disis still unsettled, and nothing has erty, Texas, writes Dec. 25, 1902
pute
the
'
been done in this branch of the trade. "With pleasure and unsolicited by you.
The western coal markets are not in I bear testimony to the curative power
THE
BAND
IS
THE
0
Horehound Syrup.
very
good condition, so far as steam of Bayard's
SMOKER'S PROTECTION
"
coal is concerned. Demand is not have used it In my family and can
affirm it is the most effec
pressing, and supplies are generally cheerfully
pleasantest remedy for
large, the result being a demoraliza- tive and
tion in prices which is not encourag- coughs ard colds I have ever used
Insure Your Property In
ing for mine operators. Efforts are be 25c, 50c, and $1. Sold by Fischer
Co.
LONDON.
ATLAS ASSURANCE CO., Ltd.,.
ing made to secure some agreement as Drug
to
without
but
curtailing production,
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
much prospect of success so far. In
Insure Your Plate Glass in the
Ts'cphone 71.
terest now centers in the convention
METROPOLITAN INS. CO. NEW YORK.
which will be held in Indianapolis next
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
NOTICE OF ELECTION.
month for the purpose of fixing the
'V
Telephone 71.
rate for the year beginning
The office of the Board of County mining1.
Hacks and Vehicles Promptly For- It is well understood that the REV. CARLISLE P. B. MARTIN LL.D
of Santa Fe County, April
Commissioners
operators will ask for a considerable Of Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of
nlshed tor All Occasions
New Mexico.- reduction In the rate, but this will not
I
Santa Fe, N.M., Jan. 4, 1904.
Carefol Drivers for Totfrist Parties. First-clas- s
conceded willingly. In fact, it is morning, when first arising, often find
be
Rigs.
A petition having been presented to
a
collection
of
troublesome
phlegm,
that the miners, on their part, which
the board of county commissioners of said
produces a cough and is very
Parties Conveyed to All Point of Interest in and. About
of ten cents
an
for
will
increase
ask
Santa Fe County signed by the requihard to dislodge; but a small quantity
Santa Pe. Camping Parties Furnished With Turnouts
probably with of Ballard's
site number of legal voters, in accord in the schedule, though
Horehound Syrup will at
such
of
little
any
hope
very
securing
with section 2503, compiled laws of
once dislodge it, and the trouble is ov
concession.
er. I know of no medicine that is
1897, asking that an election be called
The sea board bituminous trade
to vote upon the discontinuance of the
equal to it, and it is so pleasant to
Car
no
LOWER SAN FRANCISCO STREET
shows
TELEPHONE 57.
supply
especial
change.
town or village of Cerrillos.
I can most cordially
recom
and transportation remain poor, but, as take.
It is hereby ordered that an election demand
a
to
medi
mend
all
it
needing
persons
is light, they have no particu
be held in the town of Cerrillos upon
cine for throat or lung trouble." 25c,
on
effect
the
lar
though
ship 50c, and $1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co,
the 10th day of February, 1904, at ments from the market,
Chesapeake ports have
which time the legal voters of said
town will cast their votes for or against been curtailed considerably.
TAILORING.
In the anthracite trade, demand, ow
the discontinuance of its incorporation.
the
Muralter,
tailor, is headquarters
to colder weather, has improved
The following named persons are ap ing
for
and
fine
winter suits, latest
fall
Several
companies
pointed to act as judges and clerks of considerably.
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large
collieries
for
the
closed
their
week,
First-Clas- s
election which shall be held in the
I
two or three line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
Ross Griffith, but others will work for
town, namely,
line, fine business suits from $17 up,
business.
to
the
owing
improved
days,
Joe Vergolio, L. G. Jones, judges;
trousers to fit from 4.50 up. Special
Thomas James, J. O. Kelly, clerks.
is called to a flno line of
attention
Insure Your Property in
Said election is to conform in all re
and styles of ladies fall and
samples
&
INS.
PAUL
CO.
MARINE
ST.
FIRE
spects to other municipal elections, exwinter tailor made suits. A call to
All
My Old
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
cept that the returns shall be made to
inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
and canvassed by the board of county
Telephone 71.
Perfect fits guaranteed.
commissioners in the same manner as
medi"The nicest and pleasantest
returns are made at general elections
Insure Your Property In
in this Territory. The form of ballot cine I have used for indigestion and
ROYAL INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL
shall be for the incorporation and constipation is Chamberlain's Stom
ach and Liver Tablets," says Melard
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
against the incorporation.
F. Craig of Middlegrove, N. Y. "They
Telephone 71.
By order of the board,
work like a charm and do not gripe
A.L.KENDALL,
(Signed)
Chairman. or have any, unpleasant effect." For
Attest:
Notice for Fublioation.
sale by all druggists.
CELSO LOPEZ, Clerk.
(Homestead Entry No. 5116).
Department or the Ikteriob,
Hotioe for Publication.
If you wish to make quick sales you
Land Office at SantaTe. N. M. Dee. 9. 1909
All Kinds of Building Material "
(Homestead Entry No. 4740.)
will have to advertise your wares.
Notice is hereby given that the following
DXPAKTMkWTOF
THE IlCTJHUOB.
namea seiner nas nfea notice oi nis intention
make final nroof in suncort of Ma claim.
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CllfTO FIT YOUR STOVE
Unit OIHm at Santa Fe. N. M.. Dee. IS. 1903. to
Notice for Publication.
said proof will be made before the
KntiM la hereby
that the following and that or
at&anta re, K. M., on
named aettler has med notice ot ma intention register 20, receiver
Department of thi Interior.
1904. via: JoaeOrtiay Pino for
January
his
claim.
in
final
of
BiinDort
nraof
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan 5.- - 190. a m.li.
3
lots and 4, section 19, townNotice is hereby riven that the following and that said proof will be made before the theseSiawM.
ship 10 north, range 14 east, and ne!i aeH,
named aettler haa filed notice of his intention register or receiver at canta e. new Mexico, section
24, township 10 nortn, range 13 east,
We Haul Eyerytblof that li Movable.
29. i w. via: xnomaan. aimer
to make final proof in support of his claim, on January nefc
of neM section 22, sett of se!, He names the following witnesses to prove
and that said proof will be made before the son for the
his
residence upon, and cultivacontinuous
17
IS,
section
north,
range tion of said land,
township
seH
Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on nVi
vis; Antonio Sandoval,
Phone 35, Santa Fe. . Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N. M February
16. 1904. viz: Albino Enclniasfor 12 east. He names the following witnesses to
Hena.
Juan
Uhavea, of Uausteo, a,
Cayetano
residence
and
upon
the awW of section 4. townshin 15. north prove his continuous
Fe. N. M.
B.
Willlson
R.
Santa
of
M,
or saia mna, via; iiinwure
range 11 east, lie names the following cultivation
Mamcel
R. Otbho Register.
S.
Arnold,
Harry
witnesses to prove his continuous residence Martin. Simeon Viviash,
u r on and cultivation or said land, vis : J uan D. I. Williams, all of Pecos. N. M .
fcUNUEL R. Otbbo. Register.
Gonzales v Roibal. Andres Garcia. Jesus
Insure Your Propsrty In
.
Gonzales y Roibal. Francisco Montoya, all of
NIAGARA TIRE INS. CO., NEW YORK.
Ulorlets N.ai.
NERVE.
WONDERFUL
. .
Manuel k. utebo, Register.
H. N. WILLCOX. Agent
Mo Catch Game. No Stool Pigeons. No Gift Enterprise.
Is displayed by many a man enduring
'
Telephone "71.
All Goods Marked in Plain Figures.
burns
accidental
of
cuts,
wounds,
DOMESTIC TROUBLES.
pains
or
stiff
sore
feet
joints.
It is exceptional to find a family bruises scalds,
a"re no domestic ruptures But there's no need for it Bucklen's INFORMATION BUREAU OF
there
where
Eac&
Dollar's
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
loc east BIsgouK Wlti
ruieljast.
occasionally, but these can be lessened Arnica Salve will kill the pain and cure
A St Louis World's fair information
salve
best
on
the
It's
trouble.
New
Life
Dr.
the
Pills
King's
by having
around. Much trouble they save by earth for piles, too." 25c at Fischer bureau has been established at 836
3oa SAM FRANCISCO
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
their great work in Stomach and Liver Drug Co.
N. M.
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where informaST., SANTA
troubles. They not only relieve you,
It will pay you to advertise. Try It tion will be ckoerfuKy furzlshvl
but cure. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
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WHEAT FLAKE GELERV

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious

Palatabio

The United States
Mints...

I

1

m
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jjSfMin.

f

35g5sM
I
If f I H ililllL

Ever Coined

I Largest Seller in

flSSt.

SS'

would not pay for the
A
Cremo cigars smoked
n one year
Cipli

jjSh

World

X
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THE CITY
Livery, Feed & Sale Stable

OLDEST

A

Son Mon Tues Wed

T

LOWITZKI.

FINE FOOTWEAR FOR ALL!
Have Opened a

BOOT AND SHOE STORE

With an Entirely New Stock of Fine Footwear
for
at
Quarters on the
South Side of Plaza.
.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

LUMBER - SASH

'

BLAIN'S BAZAAR
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29

80
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SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGH
No. 1, A., P. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H.P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

SANTAFE COMMANDERT
No. 1, K. T. Regular con
clave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
r . s. DAVIS, is. c.
p. m.

W,xE. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
Meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.?
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
MYRTLE

REBEKAH LODGE NO.

1

I. O. O. F.

Regular meeting first
and third Tuesday of each month at
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers
and sisters welcome.
SALLIE VANARSDALE, N. O.

Laura Davis, Secretary.

A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE,1 No. 3, A. O. V. W.
Meets every stcond and fourth Wed-

nesday at

8 p. m.
C. C. PIERCE,

JOHN

C.

Master Workman.

SEARS, Recorder.
K. OF P.

santa

i.nnnm

K'w.

Ain

o

e xr n

Regular meeting every Tuesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle HalL
Visiting Knights given a cordial welcome.

J. S. CANDELARIO, C. C.
J. K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
B.

P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.tt
Holds its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
each month. Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS, O. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
'
,

IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
'

.

C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE. Chief of Records.

A small gasoline engine, new, for
sale by the New Mexican Printing
company. Call or write and get prices.

to-wi-

MOIIEYTOLOAIl!
At the Next Regular Meeting
The

k

BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

LOAN

Of Santa Fe
Will BeeelT

BIDS FOR LOANS
H.N. WILLCOX,

DOORS

TRANSFER AND STORAGE

Thtur

T

IN

.

T.

1904 January. 1904

Chicago, Illinois.

PRICE CEREAL

Prepared by

MILLS.

Office:

Secretary.
Catron Block, Up8uirs M

Senta Fe Fflbrro
and

Jatrelfy

.

.Iffj. Co.

QJld

m mm
H. DORDnAGON,

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, January

THE

Articles of Incorporation.

CLAIRE HOTEL

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
' Office of the Secretary.
CERTIFICATE.
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify there was filed for record in this
office at 4 o'clock p. m., on the nine
teenth day of Dec. A. D., 1903, articles
of incorporation of "Sloan, San Felipe
& Western
Railway Co.," (No. 3589)
and also that I have compared the fol
lowing copy of the same.with the origi
nal thereof now on fife, and declare it
to be a correct transcript therefrom
and of the whole thereof.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and affixed my official
seal this nineteenth day of December.

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
Men
Commercial
& s
connedted. Pine Sample Room for
fire-pro-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph 'and Cable Co's Office in the Building
CORNER PLA25A AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

A. D

1903.

(Seal.)

J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.

Articles of Incorporation of the Sloan,
San Felipe & Western Railway
Company.
to
Don't
Come
ji J When You
Forget
Albuquerque
We, the undersigned, all being per
sons over the age of twenty-on- e
years
and citizens of the United States, desiring to become a corporation under
and by virtue of the provisions of the
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors.
laws of the Territory of New Mexico,
&4
in such cases made and provided, do
Clab Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
hereby
certify as follows:
"
e e? .?
I. The name of the corporation is
"Sloan, San Felipe & Western Railway
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
Company."
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
II. The purposes
for which it is
formed are the building, equipping,
maintaining and operating a line, or
lines, of railroad within the Territory
of New Mexicovas hereinafter particu
larly described.
III. The place where its principal
business is to be transacted is the city
of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, in the
Territory of New Mexico.
IV. The term for which it is to ex
ist is CO years from the date of the filing of these articles.
NIAGARA
LOUIS
V. The number of its directors shall
be five and the names and residences
FALLS
I CHICAGO
of the persons who are appointed to'
act as such until their successors are
NEW YORK elected
and qualified are:
John H. Sloan, Aletta E. Sloan, DaBOSTON vid M. White, Thomas Gable, Santa
BUFFALO
0'
Fe, New Mexico, Charles A. Spiess,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
JUSTS
VI. The amount of its capital stock,
which does not exceed the amount acThe Shortest and Only Lloes&aanlng Over Be Own Track from Kuiu City
tually required for the purposes of the
St. Loalt to Hiaftm Mis ami Buffalo Wl AB Modem Conveniences.
corporation as estimated by a competent engineer and shown by the affidavit of David M. White, civil enginTime and Service Unexcelled
eer, hereto annexed, is two hundred
Three SeJM Fast Through Trains Daily and fifty thousand dollars ($250,000)
into twenty-fiv- e
divided
hundred
(2,500) shares of the par value oPone
allowed oa all tfokata via lftegu Fnfls, Mull served In the eel
Stop-ovdollars ($100) each.
tmted Webssh Paleee Dtolaf Cars. For tartkertarMttoa Inquire of Con dob hundred
VII. The amount of capital stock
9. B7CBCOCK, Oeaerat Afiat, PasaMfer Desartaeat,
BMkes Amenta or address
actually subscribed is ten thousand
dollars uiO.OOO) and the naiSfes and
residences of the subscribers thereto
and the amount subscribed by each
respectively are as follows:
John H. Sloan Santa Fe, New MexR.J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUOHN, Cashier.
ico, $2,000.00; Aletta E. Sloan, Santa
Fe, New Mexican, $2,000.00; David M.
White, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
$2,000.00; Thomas P. Gable, Santa Fe,
KKNRY L. WALDO, Vice President
New Mexico, $2,000.00; Charles A.
Las
Vegas, New Mexico,
Spiess,
BEN BOTHE

B. B. QCICKEL
"

j j

THE

t ZEIGER t CAFE
--

J

er

THE FIRST NATIONAL
-

8A1ITA FE,

United

CtY

J.

CEXICO

States Designated Depositary.

(Signed)
JOHN H. SLOAN.
auoscrinea and sworn to before me
this 19th day of December, A. D., 190
W. A. BARNEY,
(Seal)
Nortary Public,
In the Matter of the Organization
of
the Sloan, San Felipe ut Western
Railway Company.
Territory of New Mexico, County
Santa Fe ss.
David M. White, first being duly
sworn, deposes and says: That he re
sides at Santa Fe in the Territory of
New Mexico and now is and for many
years last has been a civil engineer
engaged in general engineering prac
tice; that at the request of the parties
who are about to organize a railway
company for the purpose of building
and operating a railroad as described
in the articles of incorporation
to
which this affidavit is attached, depon
eht has made careful surveys of the
proposed road and that to the best of
s knowledge and belief he estimates
that the capital stock, with which
is proposed to incorporate the above
named railway company,
Two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars
($250,000), does not exceed the amount
actually required for the purposes of
the incorporation.
(Signed)
DAVID M. WHITE
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 19th day of December, A. D., 1903
W. A. BARNEY,
(Signed)
"
;7
(Seal)
Notary Public
t:

The Annual Dividend Policy
Is the Best Life Insurance.
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. CO., CINCINNATI,

Lowest. Rates Biggest Returns.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

GET INSIDE.

i

lame nines!
W Be Pound a Foil Line of tfcile Wlaee te Family
' Ordeta by Telephone Wffl Be PrompUj Pilled : t :

Td.
:

Santa Fe,

Prep.

t

mmwm

tea

For Protective
of Building Lots in Estancia

;"

-

.

1

Estanda has GOOD WATER,' SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER
i

i

'

.
f

RU38EL SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
.. ,
Will eoon rank with Horace Greela aphorism,
.
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If yon are going to do a good thing, do it in the best way," Is
either
another maxim of which you will appreciate the force If
BEFORE BUYING TOWN
eaS on or communicate Vith W. P. CLARKE
'
.
lOT ELSEWHERE.' ' . ': s ' :
.. .
.
.
be wise.
V
,
your money into ;land Own a Town Lot and Home,
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a lire, town, and
your children will rise up and call Jjou blessed.
"u

"

town of ESTANCIA will be one ot the liveliest, largest and most sub
atantial towns in this section of the southwest
THE
Be sure and write for all Information desired at once.
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERM8 TO SUIT.
.
.
,;...T.
;
" :
:'
Adddrese all comunlcatlons to
W. P. CLARKE- ,SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
Over a million acres of land open for Homesteaders in the ESTANCIA VALLEY good soil and plentr of water, which can be bad from
'
.
eight to thirty feet

"

(

:

.

.GOLD MINES.
this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where Important mineral
discoveries have latelv been made. Claims on onlocated ground may be
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
On

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that (arming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW MEXICO

r

HOI.K AGENT

FOB

Lempt's St Louis Beer.

I

ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Tbe Trade Supplied From One Bottle te a Carload.

jt j jt

I

GrauLdttce Street. Santa. Fe. N. M.

W MM
Denver

&

Rio

Orande

b

BIO

Pftnne Nn.

Ml

S1STEP1

6rande, Rio Grande Western, Ri
& Santa Fe and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads.

Your Friends and Neighbors in Santa
Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing ihe back won't cure back
THE POPULAR LINE TO
ache.
Colorado Sprinps, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadvillt,
A liniment may relieve, but can't
cure.
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Backache comes from the inside
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
from the kiuneys.
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
Reaches all tbe Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
They cure sick kidneys.
In Colorado, Utah and New Atexico.
Here is Santa Fe proof that this is
so:
Benito Romero, employed with Lam- bertn's Transfer, residence San Francisco
says: "The use of plasters for
To all Mountain Resorts
a year and a half on my back did not
bring the results I expected and relief tXTThe Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enrome te the Pacific Coast
from pain across the loins was Just as
remotely in the distance as it was when
1 first noticed it. This led me to go to
BETWEEN
AND
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Pills and take a course of the treat
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITY
ment. I read in our Santa Fe papers
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
that they could be depended upon "and
LEADVTLLB
PORTLAND
with considerable faith in the preparaGLENWOOD SPOS SAN FRANCISCO
ORAND JUNCT'N LOS ANGELES
tion because it positively stated they
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
alone.- I commenced the treatment. It
was very satisfactory. I used two box
DINING CARS
es and they stopped the last attack."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Foster-MilbuCo., Buffalo, N.
$2,000.00.
Y. sole agents for the United States.
VIII. The termini of the road are:
Remember
the name Doan's and
For the southeastern terminus of said take no other.
road a point in the vicinity of the
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo inese waters nas Deen inorougmj xmi'
town of Sloan in the County of Sandocated
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested to
val in the Territory of New Mexico;
Insure Your Property In
diseases: Paralysis,
miles west of in the following
and the northwestern terminus of said AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. LOUIS. vwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
'
of
in
the
is
a
the
at
road
vicinity
point
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
H. N. WILLCOX, Agem.
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kid- Indian Pueblo of San Felipe in said
Bar- miles
from
about
and
twelve
Fe,
71.
IA
tiW UHU U..
0f JJ
lt W
Telephone
County of Sandoval and Territory of
61)
on
Rio
Denver
La
and
the
ruica
Scrofula,
tions,
Station,
Grippe,
Catarrh,
shall
connection
where
New Mexico,
etc.
Female
a
Grande
which
from
etc.,
Board,
Complaints,
Railway,
point
be made with the railroad of the AtIMPERFECT DIGESTION.
chison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Means less nutrition and in conse dally line of stages run to the Springs, lodging and bathing, $2.60 per day; $14
Company and at or near a point about quence less vitality. When the liver the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet"
miles south of the fails to secrete bile, the blood becomes from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Ps
one and one-hastation of Elota.
loaded with bilious properties, the di carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort is atthe year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
IX. The estimated length of its gestion becomes impaired
and the very dry and delightful
,
road is ten miles.
bowels constipated. Herbine will rec round. There is new a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
X. At least ten (10) per cent of the tify this: it gives tone to the stomach. hotel for the convenience of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m aad
stock subscribed, as above set forth, liver and kidneys, strengthens the ap and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the same
has been paid into the hands of John petite, clears and improves the com688.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
H. Sloan, residing at the City of San- plexion, infuses new life and vigor to gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furthei
ta Fe in the Territory of New Mexico, the whole system. 50 cents a bottle. Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
who is hereby appointed treasurer of Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
the intended corporation.
In witness whereof, we have exeHOMESEEKERS' EXCURSION.
cuted and . acknowledged this certifiOJo Caliente, Taos County, N. M
Another
series of homeseekers' tick
our
respeccate and have subscribed
tive names hereto. Dated the 19th ets has been arranged for from points
in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and
day of December, A. D., 1903.
Nebraska, to points in New Mexico,
(Signed)
Colorado, Arizona and Texas, the rate
, JOHN H. SLOAN,
will be one fare plus two dollars for
ALETTA E. SLOAN,
the round trip.
DAVID M. WHITE,
Dates of saie December 1, and 15,
THOS. P. GABLE,
.
1903, January 5 and 19, 1904, February
CHARLES A SPIESS.
2 and 16, March 1 and 15, and April
CHICAGO,
Territory of New Mexico, County of 5 and 19, 1904.
ss.
Santa Fe,
Final limit for return passage 21
On this 19th day of December, A. D.,
from date of sale.
days
me
before
DENVER,
1903,
personally appeared
and tell your friends in the
Write
David
John H. Sloan, Aletta E. Sloan,
P. Gable and east and call on any agent of the SanM. White, Thomas
known to be ta Fe for information.
A.
me
to
Charles
Spiess,
SALT LAKE CITY.
H. S. LUTZ,
the persons subscribed in and who ex
N.
M.
Santa
Fe,
Agent,
ecuted the foregoing instrument and
acknowledged that they executed the
For a bad taste in the mouth take a
same as their free act and deed.
THE SHORT LINE
Witness my hand and notarial eeal few doses of Chamberlain's Stomach
NEW MEXICO
this 19th day of December, A. D., 1903. and Liver Tablets. Price 25 cents.
W. A-- BARNEY,
Warranted to cure. For sale by all
(Signed)
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROMPT SERVICE
Notary Public, druggists.
(Seal)
in the Matter of the Organization of
CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver ft
the Sloan, Sail Felipe A Western
CURED LUMBAGO. '
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
A.
B. Canman, Chicago, writes
Railway Company.
end all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Greet
Territory of New Mexico, County of March 4, 1903: "Having been troubled
Northwest.
ss.Santa Fe.
with Lumbago at different times and
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
John H. Sloan, being duly sworn, tried one physician after another; then
System for El Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
treasis
the
he
That
and
says:
different ointments and linaments,
deposes
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also, for
urer of the intended Sloan, San Felipe gave it up altogether. So I tried once
Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago and all points east via the Rock
& Western Railway Company, appoint- more, and
Island system.
got a bottle of Ballard's
ed by the subscribers and incorpora- Snow Linament, which gave me almost
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
tors in its Articles of Incorporation, instant relief. I can cheerfully rec
Fe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrixoxo, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i,
N M., Dalhart, Texas, and all other points on the El
and resides at the city of Santa Fe, in ommend it, and will add my name to
System.
the Territory of New Mexico; that the your list of former sufferers." 25c, 50c
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
incorporators of said intended corpora and $1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it opertion have actually subscribed the requi
ates, call on or address
"
site amount of its capital stock, nameIn
Insure Your Property
ly Ten thousand 'dollars ($10,000)
INS. CO, NEW YORK.
B. 17. ROBBIHS, 6. F. & P. A., SANTA FE, ft.
thereof, being one thousand dollars
H.'N.
and
WILLCOX,
for
each mile of its road,
Agent
($1,000)
' Telephone 71.
that ten (10) per cent namely :One
1

THE TOUHISrS FAVORITE ROUTE

DENVER

TUBODGH

lEEPICS

-

iSSjq

rn

CALIETE

IfOT SPRINGS.

Proprietor

Centra!
Railway

OF

-

.

It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the

"

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
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LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTEM.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

"OUR PLACE"

i

FARMING

OiracrS

lf

iuuuuuhuu

W. R. PRICE,

Maxwell

poration.

0 JO

BANK

(

THE- -

thousand dollars ($1,000) has actually
been paid to him, said deponent as
treasurer for the benefit of said cor-

ST.

Detroit

7

it, J 904.

--

"

.

GERMAN-AMERICA- N

i

tl.

"

ft

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, January

it,

f 904,

1

Walk

A Wagon's First Cost

THF FAPMFR s

is not all there is to it. There are a nlentv of low priced waeons (mitrhtv dear in the end).
d
wood pithy, '"dead," the
that actually look well at first. You can't see the
defective
or foresee the shrinking, rattling, loosening of spokes, the tire setting and
constant repairs, that will rise up to trouble you in time. All said and done, it pays to buy
'
once for all a dependable wagon.
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STVDEBAKER WAGONS
are that kind. That is a matter of common knowledge testified to by every man who ever
bought one. Built on honor by master mechanics out of selected and perfectly seasoned
materials. Definite, sterling worth in each job of Vehicles and Harness, that result in longer
and better service than you have a right to expect. You
don't make mistakes if you pin your faith there.

Uj?8

Studebakers in Your Town.

The undersigned are the local sales acents. We carry a (jenerous
stock, we'll order and quickly ffet anything you want. You Bee the
froods and know what you are buying. We stake our reputation
on pleasing you. Always ready to show you. Give us a call.

To yom interest!

Santa Fe Hardware

&

''''

Supply Co.,

'

Santa. Te, N. M.

BARBED WIRE.

WE INVITE YOU ALL TO
OTME AND

PT7 (DUE

M

FVW0
We offer many

TT

T

anything in this line call on us. You will be
urprised when you learn the very low price.

XT

I fandsome

m

SAMSON WINDMILLS

toe
OFFER

YOU

GENUINE

Iaadt's
No Work

Kerr's Barber Shop.

Delivered Unless Satisfactory.

H. O. "STOIsTTZ
V

MANUFACTURER

O- F-

Pfcxican Filigree Jewelry

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
'

Insure Your, Property in

JACOB WELTMER 1

FIRE ASSOCIATION OP PHILADELPHIA.
H. N WILLCOX, Agent.

RESPECT
-

goods.

$22.50.

Telephone 71.

Books and Stationery

"A

All the LEADING MAGAZINES in stock.
A large line of Novelties, Dolls, Toys, Etc., for the

HOLIDAY TRADE
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
At

Undertaking Parlors
The Latest Scientific Methods of

in Employed.

Calls Answered

froa the Parlors Day or Night or by

Frit

Whereas, Now the sunbeams "are
gone, the house seems dark, our past
master is bereft of his true companion
and in this sad hour of sorrow , and AND
trial we extend to him our heartfelt

Lincoln Artouc, West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico,

Road.

Oar Parlors Consist of a

Edtbtlatst

DOR0TEO

SENA, Ages
Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Snlte at No. 112

on earth.

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADS

Insure Your Property In
.'
t - .v.
';v
Whereas, Our esteemed and worthy PALATINE INSURANCE CO., Ltd. LONDON.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
past master has suffered an irrepar
E06S and INDIAN GOODS
FILIGREE at WHOLESALE and BET1II able loss by the death of his devoted
'
Telephone 71.
g
wife and
,
therecompanion;
247 San Francisco St.
;
'
' WANTED Clean cotton
fore be it
rags, New
Resolved, That we deplore the loss
of Mrs. Kendal with deep feeling and Mexican office. Cash paid for same.
regret, softened only by the confident
FOR RENT New T room cottage,
hope that her spirit is with those that
have fought the good fight and are en Bath, stationary range and all the
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
joying perfect happiness in a better modern improvements. Apply, to Geo.
E. Ellis, Claire Hotel.
world;
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Resolved, That we tender our wofi
WANTED POSITION.
thy past master our sincere condolence
and earnest sympathy in this sad hour
of his affliction.. '!-;- .
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
Resolved, That a popy of the fore kind please notify Alan ' R. McCord,
going resolutions be transmitted to Secretary Capital City Band.
Brother A. L. Kendall and that, they
be spread upon the minutes ofcjfCes-- J
HELP WANTED.
rillos Lodge No. 19, A. F. & A. Ma
and
same
the
be
that
sons,
published
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs,
in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexiqan.
ur. a. u. uiance, j. w. Sullivan, Dr. R. J. Palen 231 Palace Avenue.
F. A. Yoakam Committee.
FOR SALE.

sympathy.,'

Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.

1HM0

'

machine-mad- e

have the latest thing in Ladies' SadGun, or New Model Winchester or dles,
price reduced from $35.00 to

NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
The regular annual meeting of the
A.
Death
of
the
Mrs.
L.
Ken
Upon
stockholders of the Mutual Building
dall of Cerrillos, Passed by the and
Loan Association of Santa Fe, N.
Cerrillos Lodge of Freemasons.
M., for the purpose of electing a board
of directors for the ensuing year; and
At a recent communication of Cei for such1 other business as may legal
rillos Lodge No. 19, A. F. & A. Masons ly come before it will be held at the
the following resolutions of respect to office of the secretary, Room 15, Cat
the memory of the late Mrs. A. .L. ron building, on Wednesday, January
Kendall were unanimously passed by 13, at 8 o'clock, p. m.
the lodge:
H. N. WILLCOX,
Whereas, It has pleased the Grand
Sscrctflry
Architect of the Universe in his in
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 7, 1904.
finite wisdom to take from this life
the devoted and beloved wife of Past
Old papers Tor sale at the New Mex
Master Austin Lyman Kendall,
ican office.
Whereas, The late wife of our be
loved past master was a woman of ex
ceptionally high character and made
the home of our past master a heaven

"

Photographic Studio.
Up Stairs Over

OF

.

....

for

Padgitt Bros.' Cowboy Saddles. Made
on honor. $35 will buy the saddle
If you want a good Baker or Smith you have been paying $50 for. We

Marlin, See Us.

Call

For Blankets, Drawn Work, Filigree Jewelry, ,
Burnt Leather Goods of All Kinds

At prices less
than you could
expect to pay

are 'sole
agents for the

RESOLUTIONS

at
KAADT'S CURIO STORE

uuleo

7 We

te

DEPHBTIHT WE WILL

H
IfARRESSTtf Ifarness!

Are the best and will last a lifetime.
We want to make you our friend and
will hot sell you a poor mill.

Morn's Chairs, Dressing Tables. Chiffoniers, Davenports, Divans,
.Mantel Beds. Bouffets. Sideboards, Music Cabinets, Hall Trees,
in every respect, and cannot be beat.
Desks, Etc., is
IN EVEBY

We have the ' finest lot of Barbed Wire
ever brought to the Territory. If you need

attractions forthis event. Our stock of Rockers,

up-to-da-

''

DUDBOW

& MTEfJIE

life-lon-

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

THE

ii

...UNIVERSAL...

BREAD MAKER
r--"

!!:

J

Terms

reasonable.
repair.
December and January water and
sons for
compelled to leave town.
December light bills are due and pay- Positive sale,
sacraflce. For further parti-ular- s
able at the office of the company. Con- F F. Sidebottom.
apply
Burners falling to pay by the 15th of
the month, service will be discontin
Insure Your Property lit
,
ued without further notice.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
SPRINGFIELD FIRE ft MARINE INS. CO.
W H. N. WILLCOX,' Agent
'
i Telephone 71.
It will pay you to. advertise. Try
Good

AND EASY TO CLEAN.

Sold Br
W. H. GOEBEL.
THE HARDWARE DEAXER, Santa Fe, N. M.

CLOSING
OUT

SALE!
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of

INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
V i At less than Cost

f,

and RAISER.

In Three Minutes.
SIMPLE

COAL! COAL!
REAL E8TATE BARGAIN.
i ne uapitai uoai Yard announces
Six room residence on Galisteo
that they are in a position to fill or
ders for coal in two or more ton lots, Street, south of capitol, with four and
one-halacres of ground with garden
and alfalfa, chicken yards and houses.
NOTICE.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

tt

Rea-

TOURISTS:

S'v

Do you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store & Free Museum
Send for.5 Catalogue
Sign Qfthe pid Cart
Cor. San Francisco Street and Burro Alley

